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IN THE N. A. C. A. VARIABLE-DENSITY TUNNEL

By EAST._nn N. J.,coss and KENNETI_ E. W,tRD

SUMMARY

Tests of 209 simple wing-f_elage combinations were

made in the N. A. C. A. variable-density wind tunnel to

prodde information regarding the effects o3:aerodynamic

interference between wings and Juselages at a large value

o/the Reynolds Number. This investigation is part of

a basic investigation of aerodynamic interference now

in progress at the Committee's laboratory and considers

the interference as qfected by the more important variables

_ a combined wing and /uselage.

_]lost of the tests were made with a round fuselage in

combination with a rectangular wing of symmetrical

section. Variations o-f the vertical position, longi-

tudinal position, and angular position were covered.

A suy_cient number o/tests of other variables, such as

the wing and fuselage shape, were made to give a general

understanding of the effects of these variables. For some

of the combinations in which the wing and.fuselage were

not connected, the air.forces on the wing and fuselage

were determined separately in order to investigate the

mutual inte_erence.

The principal results are given in tabular ]orm and

summarized by presenting the important characteristics

/or all the combinations by means of parameters in a

single table so that the relative merits of the various

combinations may be readily compared. The results are

discussed in relation to the character, cause, and signifi-

cance of the interference effects encountered under various
conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The continual improvement in the aerodynamic

efficiency of airplanes may be ascribed to a gradually

increasing knowledge of the flow about single bodies
and the interference between them. As the units

making up a combination have been improved, the

residual drag arising from the interference has become

an increasingly important factor in relation to the

total drag. Many experimental data have now been

secured on which 6) base the design of efficient com-

ponent parts but adequate data concerning the inter-
ference between them are still lacking. Although the

need for reliable information concerning aerodynamic

interference has been appreciated for several years,
the Committee considers that only recently the design

of component parts has reached a point of refinement

such that further improvements of airplanes demand

more "knowledge concerning the aerodynamic inter-
ference.

For several years the Committee has had in progress

a basic investigation of aerodynamic interference in the

variable-density tunnel. Such an investigation is

necessarily based upon existing information about sim-

ple combinations and a knowledge of the flow about

_hc simple bodies forming the combinations. Two

bodies are considered as being of primary importance:

the airfoil and an elongated streamline body repre-

senting the fuselage. The results of numerous investi-

gations of the flow about airfoils and airship hulls,

the potential-flow theory, and the various boundary-

layer theories furnish a reasonably complete picture

of the flow about the two simple basic forms. The

first phase of the current interference investigation

dealt with the flow about such bodies as affected by

slight disturbances such as those produced by different

types of small protuberances variously located on air-

foils and streamline bodies. (See references 1, 2, and

3.) The second phase of the problem, the interference

of wing-fuselage combinations, is reported herein.

PREVIOUS WING-FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE INVESTIGATIONS

One of the earliest wing-fuselage interference in-

vestigatious was made by Prandtl, the results of which

have been available in an English translation since
1921. (See reference 4.) Five wing-fuselage com-
binations were tested to determine the influence of the

relative vertical position of wing and fuselage on the
efficiency of the wing. Prandtl concluded that with a

normal fuselage shape the drag differences are small

for various vertical positions of the wing except for the
combination having the wing a little below the fuse-

lage, which showed an aerodynamic change for the

worse in comparison with the other combinations.

He also pointed out that the drag of the mid-wing com-

bination noticeably increased at an angle of attack of
about 12 ° .

The simplest wing-fuselage combination may be

considered to be a wing having a thin flat plate inserted

in the plane of the midspan cross section.
1
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In an investigation of wing-fuselage interference,
Muttray (reference 5) tested a wing-plate combina-
tion to show that the wing polar is unfavorably affected
even by this "ideal fuselage." He tested a large num*
ber of low-wing combinations having different fuselage
shapes and different wing shapes. Several of the
combinations were also tested with fillets. From the

results of this investigation Muttray found that the
relative fore-and-aft position of the wing and fuselage
greatly affected the magnitude of the additional
(induced) drag, a result that he attributed to changes
of the span load distribution resulting from the different
positions of the center of pressure for wing and fuse-
lage. For some positions separation occurred at mod-
erately high values of the lift as indicated by the ab-
normal drag increase. Muttray attributed this sepa-
ration to the sharp nose of the fuselage. A study of
the effects of variation of the angle between the wing
and the side of the fuselage showed that the smaller
the angle the greater the additional induced drag,
indicating an early separation of the air flow at the
wing roots. Muttray devised the tapered, or expand-
ing, fillets to improve the characteristics of the poor
combinations. His investigations of the effects of
wings having the trailing edge cut away at the root
indicated that the separation at the root was not
prevented by cutting away the trailing edge and
that increasing the size of the cutaway portion in-
creased the drag in the usual lift range but decreased
the severity of the break in the polar curve.

Parkin and Klein (reference 6) tested combinations
of 3 wings, vaxying in thickness, with 3 fuselages:
streamline, cabin, and open cockpit. A number of
typical monoplane and biplane combinations were
tested, a few with fillets. The authors concluded that
the interference effects were dependent on the shape
of the fuselage, the airfoil section, and the relative
position of the fuselage and the airfoil. The better
the aerodynamic form of the fuselage and the thicker
the airfoil section, the greater were shown to be the
interference effects and the more marked the influence
of the vertical wing position on the interference. The
interference tended to lower the angle of attack corre-
sponding to maximum lift and to increase the drag
compared with those of the individual components.
From aerodynamic considerations, the best position
for the wing was found to be at the top of the fuselage
and the worst at the bottom. Fillets and fairings
improved combinations having poor characteristics
but had little effect on arrangements already fairly
satisfactory. Many other tests have been made using
small models, and the general conclusions agree in most
respects with those of the investigations mentioned.

In a comprehensive report on interference (reference
7), Ower describes an investigation in which large
models with stub wings were used to obtain results for
much larger values of the Reynolds Number than

had been previously obtained. These Reynolds Nunl-
bers, however, were still well below those correspond-
ing to flight and the fact that stub wings were used
makes the application of the results somewhat ques-
tionable.

Among the investigations of wing-fuselage inter-
ference made at high values of the Reynolds Number
was an investigation made in the N. A. C. A. variable-
density tunnel in 1930 (unpublished) to compare high-
wing, mid-wing, and low-wing monoplanes. The
effects of expanding fillets were also studied. Al-
though some conclusions were reached that confirmed
previous results from tests at low values of the
Reynolds Number, the results suggested a need for a
more complete investigation at high Reynolds Num-
bers. A series of investigations were therefore started,
the first of which considered a wing having a thin
fiat plate inserted in the midspan cross section (ref-
erence 8) to study the interference effects on this
basic combination.

Other interference investigations have been made
at relatively large values of the Reynolds Number.
Short investigations, each of one particular type of
low-wing monoplane, have been made at the Ca|i-
fornia Institute of Technology (reference 9) and in the
N. A. C. A. full-scale tunnel (reference I0) to study
interference and buffeting. Both investigations con-
firmed Muttray's conclusions that expanding fillets
improve the aerodynamic characteristics of low-wing
monoplanes.

THE BASIC WING-FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE PROGI_AM

Because the previous wing-fuselage interference

investigations were incomplete in many respects, it

was desired to consider in formulating this program
all of the important variables. Once the important
variables were listed, it became apparent that a com-

plete investigation of all the possible combinations

would be impracticable. Tiffs difficulty was partly
overcome by classifiying the possible variables as

"maior" and "minor", so that the program could be
formulated to include complete investigations of the

major variables and to include only incidental investi-
gations of the effects of the minor variables. The

following tabulation pre_nts the classification adopted:
Wing:

Major variables:
Plan form.
Airfoil section.

Minor variables:
Fillets.
Plan-form variations near fuselage, e. g., plan-form

fillets or wing cut--outs.
Bends near fuselage, e. g., gull-wing types.
Incidence changes near fuselage.
High-lift and air-brake devices.
Size.
Aspect ratio.
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Fuselage:
Major variable:

Cross-sectional shape.
Minor variables:

Longitudinal form.
Size.

Air-cooled engine in nose, cowled or uncowled.

Unusual form changes to accommodate wing and
windshield.

Combinations:

Major variable:
Vertical position of the wing with respect to the

fuselage.
MitLor variables:

Longitudinal position of tile wing with respect to the
fuselage.

Angular relation of the wing and fuselage.
Fillets and strut attaei_ments.

It will be noted that the major variables of the wing

are taken as the airfoil plan form and section. Airfoil

plan-form variations are probably covered sufficiently

by the inclusion, in the program, of two plan forms:

rectangular and 2:1 taper. The variations in airfoil

section are likewise covered by the inclusion of two

airfoil sections, a symmetrical N. A. C. A. 0012 rep-

resenting slightly cambered sections and an N. A. C. A.

4412 representing moderately highly cambered sections.
An incidental variation in section thickness is also

obtained by considering the thick section at the root

of the tapered wing as a variation of the N. A. C. A.
0012.

The major variable of the fuselage is the cross-

sectional shape, the variation of which is included in

the program by means of two fuselages, one having
round and the other rectangular sections.

The major variable of the combination is the ver-

tical position of the wing with respect to the fuselage.

It appears to be necessary to include as many as 21

vertical positions to make the investigation reasonably

complete in this respect.

The complete program is intended finally to include

all possible combinations of maior variables and all
such combinations of minor variables as may appear

to be of particular importance.

THE INVlg..qTIGATION COVF, RED Bva" _ I_EPORT

This report is not intended to present the results
of the complete wing-fuselage interference investigation

but mainly to consider the variations of a round
fuselage in combination with a rectan_-_flar wing of

symmetrical section. These combinations were tested

for various vertical, longitudinal, and angular posi-
tions in order to determine which of the possible vari-

ables were of sufficient importance to include in the

renminder of the program. .Some of the minor vari-

ables, such as fillets and cut-outs, were also investigated,

particularly with reference to the low-wing combi-

nations, because of the present demand for data on

such arrangements. ()ther minor fuselage vari-

ables, such atS an air-cooled engine at the nose of

the fuselage, were also included for the same reason and

to determine the importance of these minor fuselage

variables in respect to the remainder of the program.

A sufficient number of combinations of the major

variables to give some understanding of the effects of

each were included to complete the main body o_ the

investigation covered by this report. The scope of the

present investigutiou is clearly indicated by reference

to t,i)le V, the diagr'mls of which represent all the

combinations tested.

MODELS

The wing models used for this investigation are a

rectangular N. A. C. A. 0012, a rectangular N..4.. C. A.

4412 (reference 11), a rectangular N. A. C. A. 0012

having a cut-out center section (reference 12), and a

tapered wing having a root-to-tip chord ratio of 2 and

sections tapering from the N. A. C. A. 0018 to the

N. A. C. A. 0009 (fig. 18 and reference 11). Each

rectangular wing has a chord of 5 inches and a span
of 30 inches and was constructed of duralumin in the

manner described in reference 13. The tapered wing

is also of duralumin with an area of 150 square inches

and a span of 30 inches.

Two fuselage models were used, one having circular

and one rectangular cross sections. Both models are

FUSELAGE DIMENSIONS (INCHES)

Round Rectangular fuselage
fuselage

Station

-0. _}_ 0. N 0.00N dittmetqy¢.• .772 diameter.
: 250 I. 242 1. 242 diameler.

• 5_ 1. 572 1. 572 diameter.
• 719 .............. 1. 795 diameter.

1.000 2.0,14 ............. IN-- -_)........

__"_°_)....___.... _._.,__o_......_.:_o___ .._....
2.312 ............. I ZT_O 2.370

3.406 ............. I 3.090 [ 2.470
4.000 :S.238 3.238 2.543
6,0_} 3.410 3.4L0 [ 2.678

&0_ 3.440 3.440 I 2.7_
lO. 000 3, 406 3. t06 2. 675
12.000 3._ 3.2_g [ 2.567
IdL 000 2. g00 2,_0 2'.346

16.000 Z516 2.516 [ 1.976
17. 000 2.170 2.175 [ I.
l&O00 1._98 ............ { 1.334

19.000 1.0on ............. ] .785
19.560 .34_ ............ I .430

20.000 .000 1.125 I .{i(_
I

Source-sink distribution for round fuselage.

3_ #40" D ....

2

O./SG "--." gO. 0(_0'
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of duralumin with carefully polished surfaces and have
lengths of 20.156 inches and maximum cross-sectional
areas of 9.29 square inches. The circular-section
fuselage was derived from a source-sink distribution
to give a form approximating that of an airship of
fineness ratio 5.86. The rectangular-section fuselage
was derived from the circular one to obtain a related

form having the same cross-sectional area. The
fuselages were constructed to the dimensions on page 3.

The fuselage shape was further altered by the
addition in the nose of a model engine with an N. A.
C. A. cowling. The engine, 3.42 inches in diameter,
was carefully modeled to scale to represent a 9-cylinder
radial air-cooled en_ne. The cowling, 3.47 inches
outside diameter, was constructed of a single thickness
of metal arranged to slip over the engine. For tests
with the rectangular fuselage the shape of the rear
portion of the cowling was altered somewhat to provide
an approximately constant-area slot permitting the
free flow of air through the cowling around the edges
of the fuselage. (See fig. 36.)

The juncture of the wing and fuselage of several o[
the combinations was altered by means of fillets.
Most of the fillets were molded from plaster of paris
and carefully finished to a smooth surface.

Other combinations of the wing and fuselage em-
ployed connecting struts. One connecting strut con-
slated of a thin steel plate, }{einch thick by 2 inches
long, streamlined and polished. Other connecting
struts were formed by building up this plate with wood
and plaster of paris to form the desired sections.

The wings and fuselages were combined in different
ways to give variations of vertical position, fore-and-aft
position, and wing setting. A diagram of the various
vertical and fore-and-aft positions of the rectangular
wing of symmetrical section in combination with the
round fuselage is shown in figure 1. Diagrams repre-
senting all the combinations are shown in table V and
photographs of some typical wing-fuselage combina-
tions, particularly those having fillets and attach-
ments, are shown in figures 24 to 36.

TESTS

All the tests were made in the variable-density
tunnel at a Reynolds Number of approximately
3,100,000. In addition, the maximum lift of most of
the combinations was determined at a reduced speed
corresponding to a Reynolds Number of approxi-
mately 1,400,000. A description of the tunnel and
of the method of testing is given in reference 13.

The tests were of two distinct types, one type in
which the forces on the wing and fuselage as a unit
were determined, and the other type in which the
forces on the wing and on the fuselage were each
determined separately in the presence of the other.

6

The first tests were those in which the fuselage was
attached to the wing and the combinations were
mounted on the model supports in the usual manner
(fig. 2). The method of testing and the accuracy of

J _ L' i

]_ U ZJ/splocemenf of a/_fo17 quorter-chord axis from fu_e-

/age quarter-chord point in terma of w/n_ chord, d/c

FIo_x L--A dtasram of the varlouswin| l_tlous with _t to the f_lap.

_o_n& _.--A wind-tunne_ I_t-up of a _nm_t_ wtng-fu_tk_ comb_ttor_

the tests were the same as those of the usual airfoil

tests (references 1_ and 13). The characteristics
of both a high-wing and a low-wing combination hav-
ing a symmetrical-section wing were determined with
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one set-up by testing the combination through the

complete range of positive and negative angles of
attack.

The disconnected combinations were tested in such

a manner that the forces on one body while in the

presence of the other were independently determined.

Only those combinations in which the wing was

entirely outside the fuselage were tested in this way.

For these tests the wing was first mounted on the

balance in the usual manner and the fuselage was

supported from the roof of the tunnel on a single

strut and independent of the balance (fig. 3 (a)).

WING AND FUSEE,AGE 5

between the wing and fuselage was varied by varying

the position of the fuselage. Variations of the fore-

and-aft position of the wing with respect to the fuselage
were effected by varying the position of the fuselage

support. As the gap and the fore-and-aft position

changed slightly with the angle of attack, most of
the tests required a small change in the set-up at high

angles of attack. Consequently, the position was

corrected at angles of attack of 16 ° and --16 ° to give

the correct gap and fore-and-aft position and the
angle-of-attack and wing-setting range for each set-up

suitably chosen to give the least position error. The

(a) The wing on the balane_ (b) The fuMlapon thebalanc_

'- NO/REPRODUCIBLE
The forces on the fuselage in the presence of the
wing were similarly determined by supporting the

fuselage on the balance and the wing independently

from the tunnel structure (fig. 3 (b)). The angles of
attack of the wing and of the fuselage could be varied

separately.

The characteristics of high-wing and low-wing com-
binations having wings of symmetrical section were

obtained by testing the combinations through positive

and negative angles of attack. The wing always

remained in the center of the tunnel and the gap

gap for each set-up was checked while the tunnel was

under pressure by varying the angle of wing setting

until the models were in contact (as shown by an

electric fouling signal) and reading the angles of
attack of each model. As the relative positions of

the models at contact were known, the actual distance

between the pivot points of the wing and the fuselage

supports could be determined.
The test results of the disconnected combinations

are relatively inaccurate as compared with the test

results of the connected combinations: Because of
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the many different set-ups necessary, the final results

for a combination are subject to accumulative errors.

Also, because of the limitations of the set-up, correc-

tions for position errors were necessary, which intro-

duced errors into the final results. The net interference

was determined from the small difference between

relatively largo interacting forces with resulting limi-
tations of the accuracy. The interference of the

supports on the models also introduced a small source

of error. A comparison between the test results of a

connected combination having a moderate gap and

having the fuselage attached to the wing by means of a

small thin plate aml those of a shnilar disconnected

combination indicates that, at mininuun drag, the

disconnected combination gives a vahm of the drag

coefficient about 6.7 percent low and, at a moderately

high lift, gives a value of the lift coefficient about

1.7 percent low.

Tests of the wings alone were made in the standard

manner. In addition, the wings were tested alone

with double stings placed directly behind the support

struts for use with the results from tests of the dis-

connected combinations. The fuselages were tested

alone with several different mountings. The accu-

racy of these test,results is believed to be the same as

that of the standard wing tests (reference 11).

RESULTS

M]rrHons OF ANALYSIS ANn PRESENTA'r|oN

Some discussion of the presentation and analysis of

the data is advisable owing to the somewhat unusual
methods employed. Entirely satisfactory methods

are very difficult, if not impossible, for such extensive

test results involving so many aspects of the data to
be considered. In the discussion, a part of the data

is presented graphically in order to bring out the
effectsof some of the factors that influencethe inter-

ference but a more compact tabular form has been

adopted for the bulk of the data. Such data are

presented in tables III and IV for allthe combinations

investigated.

Table V summarizes the principal characteristicsof

all the combinations and together with table II,

which gives the characteristicsof the flmelages alone,

includes the most important results and all the data

necessary to supplement those presented graphically

with the discussion. Unless detailed applications of

some of the data are contemplated, the reader may

disregard the following paragraphs explaining the

presentation of the tabular data and continue with

the later section: Principal Characteristics of Com-

binations.

Various methods of presentation for the bulk of

the tabular data were considered using either the lift
or the angle of attack as the independent variable.

Several methods of tabulating the interference values

were also considered. The method finally adopted

does not indicate the interference directly but rather

the amounts by which the characteristics of the wing

are altered by the presence of the fuselage in the
combination.

Unless comparisons are made in such a manner

that the total lifts of the combinations are equal,

drag differences may be misleading owing to the

inclusion of unequal components of unavoidable

induced drag. For example, two combinations might

be compared at equal angles of attack but the inter-

fcrence might increase the lift of one combination and
decrease that of the other. As the result of a finite

span, a larger unavoidable induced-drag component

is included in the total drag of the combination having

the higher lift so that it may show the higher drag

even though the actual drag associated with the

interference may be less than that of the other
combination.

In order to avoid misleading comparisons owing to

the inclusion of different unavoidable components of

induced drag, drag values for comparison are given

by means of an effective profile-drag coefficient C_),.

The effective profile-drag coefficient is the difference

between the total drag coefficient and the minimum

induced-drag coefficient associated with the lift and

span of the airfoil, i. e., the induced-drag coefficient

CL_/r_A corresponding to the elliptical load distri-

bution. Effective profile-drag coefficients thus elimi-

nate, for purposes of comparison, any necessary

induced-drag differences but include drag components

due to changes in induced drag as the result of inter-
ference.

The use of the effective profile-drag coefficient thus

permits the use of the angle of attack as the independent
variable.

The character of the interference is then indicated

most clearly by considering changes in the lift, drag,

and pitching moment while the attitude remains un-

changed. Characteristics of the wings alone, the fuse-

lages alone, and the combinations (or data from which
the characteristics of the combinations can be obtained)

are consequently presented at certalu angles of attack.

Interference values for the combinations are, in general,

not directly tabulated but may be readily obtained

from the data given. Considering, for example, only

the singlecharacteristic,drag, the bulk of the data for

the combinations is presented by giving the "drag

and interference" of the fuselage. The values thus

give directly any increase in the drag over that of the

wing alone due to the presence of the fuselage in the

combination. From these values the interferencedrag

is found by deducting the drag of the fuselage alone,

or the drag of the combination is found by adding the

drag of the wing alone.
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TABULAR PRESENTATION

Experimental Data.--Table I gives the lift and drag

coefficients and the pitching-moment coefficient meas-

ured about the quarter-chord axis for the four airfoils

used in this investigation. The characteristics of the

symmetrical airfoils are given at angles of attack of

0 °, 4 °, and 12 ° and those of the cambered airfoil,

which has an angle of zero lift of approximately --4 °,

are given at --4 °, 0 °, and 8 °. The first two angles of

attack represent the high-speed range and the third

represents a high-angle-of-attack condition. The coef-

ficients are based on a wing area of 150 square inches

for all the wings, including those for the ctlt-out airfoil.

Table II gives the aerodynamic characteristics of

the fuselage models. The coefficients are all based on

the original wing area and chord; the pitching moment

coefficient C_, r is taken about a point on the fuselage

axis one-quarter of the distance from the zero station

to the tail; i. e., the quarter-chord point of the fuselage.

The characteristics are given for angles of attack from

0 ° to 16 ° at intervals of 4 5. .ks the fuselage models

are symmetrical, the results for the negative-angle

range may be obtained by changing the signs of the

lift and pitching-moment coefficients.

Table III gives the "lift and interference" ACL,

"drag and interference" hCo_, and "pitching moment

and interference" ACe, c/` of the fuselage in the wing-

fuselage combinations; that is, the differences between

the characteristics of the combination and the char-

acteristics of the wing alone. These results are given

for two angles of attack representing the high-speed

range and for one representing a high-angle-of-attack
condition. This table includes the data from the

tests of the disconnected combinations, which are

discussed and presented in a more complete form in

the following paragraphs.

Table IV gives the results of tests of the disconnected

combinations in which the forces on the wing and on

the fuselage were each measured. In order to eliminate
tare tests and to obtain more consistent results than

was believed possible otherwise, a unique method of
deriving the final results was employed. From the

test results of the wing in the presence of the inde-

pendently supported fuselage were deducted the test
results of the wing alone for the same set-up without

the fuselage in place. (See section describing tests.)

These differences of the lift, pitching moment, and
total drag were then added, after correction for the

change of the relative position with angle of attack,

to the standard characteristics of the wing. The

results obtained in this manner represent the charac-

teristics of the wing in the presence of the fuselage.

In order to obtain the desired drag values, the induced

drag was deducted from the drag of the wing in the

presence of the fuselage. The values thus obtained
1481--3_----2
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give polar curves, which in figures 11 and 12 are

designated "wing in presence of fuselage." The values

given in table IV for the interference on the wing in

presence of the fuselage (_CL, _Co_, and $Cm_/,) were
obtained as the differences between the characteristics

of the wing in the presence of the fuselage and the

characteristics of the wing alone after the induced

drag had been deducted. These values are represented
for the lift and the drag by the dashed lines of figures

11 and 12 joining test points at equal angles of attack of

the "wing alone" curves and the "wing in presence

of fuselage" curves.

The characteristics of the fuselage in the presence

of the wing were obtained by adding to the standard

fuselage characteristics the differences between the

characteristics of the fuselage measured with and

without the wing in place after correcting for position

errors. The characteristics so obtained were added to

the lift, moment, and the total drag of the wing in

the presence of the fuselage. The total drag was

then reduced by deducting the induced drag corre-

sponding to the sum of the lift values. The resulting

values are the characteristics of the wing-fuselage

combination. These values are represented for typical

combinations in figures 11 and 12 as the curves desig-

nated "wing-fuselage combination." The values given

in table IV for the characteristics of the fuselage in

presence of the wing (C_., Co,, and C_,,/,) were obtained

as the differences between the characteristics of the

wing-fuselage combination and the characteristics of

the wing in the presence of the fuselage after deducting

the induced drag from the corresponding total drags.

These values are represented for the lift and drag by

the dashed lines of figures 11 and 12 joining test points

at equal angles of attack of the "wing-fuselage combi-

nation" curves and the "wing in presence of fuselage"

curves.

Principal Characteristics of Combinatiens.--Table V

gives the principal aerodynamic characteristics of all
the combinations tested. The characteristics of the

wings alone are also included. The geometric char-

acteristics are given in diagrams that, together with
the tabular data and the photographs of certain

combinations (figs. 24 to 36, following the table), give

all the information usually required. Those com-

binations differing only in respect to the angle of wing
setting are represented by a single diagram in which

the wing positions for the maximum incidence range

are indicated by dashed lines. The first three col-
umns of the table give the diagrams representing the

combinations, the combination numbers, and perti-
nent remarks. The next three columns give the

geometric relations of the wing and fuselage. The
values die and k/c represent the longitudinal and
vertical displacements, respectively, of the wing

quarter-chord axis measured positive ahead of and
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above the quarter-chord point of the fuselage, and i_

is the angle of wing setting.

The following important characteristics are pre-

sented by the last nine columns employing standard

nondimensional coefficients based on the original wing

areas of 150 square inches:

Lift-curve slope, a.

.kirplane efficiency factor, e.

Minimum effective profile-drag coefficient,

DIm_ _.

Optimum lift coefficient, CLapt.

Aerodynamic center position, n0.

Pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift, C,,,o.

Lift coefficient at the interference burble, CL_.

.Maximum lift coefficient, (-\m,z for an effective

R. N. of 7,500,000.

Maximum lift coefficient, C_._a_ for an effective

R. N. of 3,400,000.

Tlle lift-curve slope a was determined in the high-

speed, or low-lift-coefficient, range. The values repre-

sent change in lift coefficient per degree for an airplane
having a wing of aspect ratio 6.86. This value of the

aspect ratio differs from the actual _alue for the models
used because the lift results are not otherwise corrected

for tunnel-wall interference.

The airplane, or span, efficiency factor e is an

empirical factor introduced by Oswald (reference 14).

Tile reciprocal of the number represents a factor by

,vhich the minimum induced-drag coefficient CL_/_.A

is increased to leave a reasonably constant residual

drag coefficient over the normal working range of the
lift coefficient. The factor was determined from the

portion of the drag curve between CL=0.2 and CL= 1.0
unless the interference burble occurred in this lift-

coefficient range, in which case only the portion of the

curve below the interference burble was considered.

The method should therefore be used only for the

approximate determination of drag coefficients cor-

responding to lift coefficients below the interference

burble unless the interference burble is of the type

designated "type C" in the CLub column of table V.

The minimum value of the effective profile-drag

coefficient Co, represents the drag remaining after

deducting the minimum induced drag, that is, the

minimum induced drag that may be associated with

the given lift and span. The effective profile drag

therefore provides an ideal means of comparison as it

includes with the actual profile drag and parasite

drag any unnecessary induced drag associated with

interference or a departure from the ideal span load

distribution but, at the same time, eliminates from

the comparison the unavoidable effects of the lift on

the drag.

The optimum lift coefficient CLop, is the lift coef-

ficient corresponding to the minimum effective profile-

drag coefficient.

The aerodynamic-center position is represented by

values _0 indicating approximately its fore-and-aft

position expressed as a fraction of the wing chord

forward of the quarter-chord axis o[ the wing. Each

value is actually the slope of the curve of pitching-

moment coefficient against lift coefficient at zero lift.

The pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift C_0 is

measured about the quarter-chord axis of the wing and

is based on the original wing area and chord.

The lift cofficient at the interference burble CL_ is

the value of the lift coefficient beyond which the air

flow has a tendency to break down as indicated by an

abnormal increase in the drag.

The maximum lift coefficient CL_ is given for two

different values of the effective Reynolds Number.

The effective Reynolds Number is obtained from the

actual test Reynolds Number by the application of a

factor to allow for the effects of turbulence present

in the tunnel. Comparative tests indicate that at
the effective Reynolds Number, maximum-lift results

from the tunnel tend to agree with those in flight.

(See references 15 and 16.) The value of the turbu-

lence factor used throughout this report was taken

[rom reference 15 as 2.4.

DISCUSSION

For many applications of these results, a direct

examination of the tabular data will undoubtedly

yield more useful information than the following

general discussion. The data presented in table V are
particularly valuable in this connection because sig-

nificant parameters representing the important char-

acteristics as single values are tabulated for all the

combinations investigated, thus affording a means of

comparing various combinations. In the following

discussion, however, the general variations are con-

sidered and discussed in relation to the cause of the

interference and the significance of the results. Some

of the data are presented graphically to supplement

the discussion.

The interference is first considered in relation to all

the characteristics of certain typical wing-fuselage

combinations in order to point out in a general way

the nature of the various-interference effects that may

be present in all the combinations. The discussion

that follows is then subdivided considering: First, the

drag as affected by the interference when the various

geometric characteristics of the combinations are

changed; second, the moment as affected by the inter-

ference; and finally, the maximum-lift characteristics

as affected by the interference.
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GENERAL CHARACTER OF INTERFERENCE FOR TYPICAL
COMBINATIONS

Mid Wing.--The simplest combination investigated,

the symmetrical-section wing combined at zero inci-

dence in the midposition with the round-section fuse-

lage, will be first considered. The characteristics of

this combination are presented in figure 4 as coeffi-

cients plotted against the angle of attack. The lift

and pitching moment of the combination are, of

course, zero at zero angle of attack because the whole

combination is symmetrical about the plane of the

airfoil chords. The difference between the drag

curves indicates the "drag and interference" of the

fuselage.

cZ ZZZ:>

,_<..
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Angle of affack, _ , deqree_ "_ °u

F[O_&Z 4.--Aerodynamic characteristics of a typical mid*wing combination.

Expressed as a coefficient the drag and interference

of the fuselage under these conditions may be taken

directly from figure 4 as being 0.0035. The drag of

the fuselage when tested alone is found from table II

to be 0.0041. A comparison of this value with the

drag and interference indicates that the interference is

favorable and is represented by the coefficient 0.0006.
The favorable interference in this case is the result of

eliminating the drag of that portion of the wing en-
closed within the fuselage which, expressed as a coeffi-

cient, would amount to approximately 0.0009. After

allowing for this interference effect, a small (0.0003)
residual adverse interference remains that may be

attributed to "boundary interference." Boundary

interference applies to that part of the interference

associated with the combination of the wing and

fuselage boundary layers near the wing-fuselage

junctures. The boundary interference for the type

of juncture here considered is of the same nature as

that for a perpendicular fiat plate at the midspan

section as investigated earlier (reference 8), the wing

in both cases projecting perpendicularly from a surface

along which only small pressure gradients exist when

the wing is absent. As might be expected, the

boundary-interference drag coefficient is about the
same in either case.

In regard to the favorable interference drag coeffi-

cient shown as resulting from the enclosure of a part

of the wing in the fuselage, it might be argued that

the favorable drag increment results from the use of

too large a wing area in deriving the drag coefficient

of the combination rather titan from any real favor-

able interference and that no favorable interference

drag would have been indicated if the actual exposed

wing area had been ernployed. The wing area con-

sistently employed throughout this report is, however,

the N. A. C. A. standard wing area which includes,

and properly so, the area of the part of the wing

that should be considered as enclosed by the fuselage.

The favorable interference drag that results, although

easily explained, is none the less real. As indicated

by the subsequent discussion, a consideration of the

interference on the basis of exposed wing area leads

to difficulties in relation to the lift and induced drag

and may lead to an analysis, such as that of refer-

ence 7, charging the mid-wing position with adverse

interference.

Consider now the characteristics of the combination

as the angle of attack is increased, remembering that

the coefficients are based on an area including the area

of that part of the wing inside the fuselage. If tiffs

portion of the wing were considered as ineffective in

producing lift as it is in producing drag, a lift co-

efficient from the wing, at 12 ° for example, of only

0.816 or less would be expected. This lift coefficient

added to the value of 0.011, the lift coefficient of the

fuselage at 12 ° , gives 0.827 as the sum of the wing

and fuselage lift coefficients; whereas the lift coeffi-

cient of the combination is actually 0.960. A com-

parison of the lift-curve slope of the combination

with that of the wing alone indicates that the portion

of the wing replaced by the fuselage may be even more

effective than the original portion of the wing in pro-

ducing lift. A comparison of the corresponding effec-

tive profile-drag curves shows, moreover, that the

drag of the combination varies with angle of attack

in much the same way as that of the wing alone except

that the results indicate the presence of a small

boundary-interference drag increasing with angle of

attack, as would be expected from the results of
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reference 8. Thus, with respect to the lift and induced
drag, the combination behaves as though the entire
wing were exposed to the air stream with the addition
of lift and drag components due to the presence of
the fuselage. Ttzis behavior continues until the
conditions of the "interference burble" are reached.

For the combination under consideration, the inter-
ference burble occurs at an angle of attack of just
above 12 ° , as indicated by an abrupt reduction in lift-
curve slope and an increase of the effective profile-
drag coefficient. These conditions must correspond
to an incomplete flow breakdown occurring before
the more complete breakdown that determines the
maximum lift. The nature of the flow breakdown
associated with the interference burble is not well

understood and the subject deserves further investi-
gation. It must, however, correspond to the failure
of the lift distribution to be maintained across the
central-span portion occupied by the fuselage as it was
maintained, substantially the same as for the normal
wing, before the onset of the flow breakdown.

Although, as previously stated, the mechanism of
the flow breakdown is not well understood, some light
is shed on the subiect by studying the behavior of
the aerodynamic characteristics for various combi-
nations with different wings in different positions with
and without juncture fillets and with other fuselage
shapes. For example, the occurrence of the present
type of interference burble is abrupt; the lift continues
to increase beyond the burble point but with a reduced
slope; the burble point is not markedly affected by
filleting this iuncture, or by changing the incidence,
but is affected by changing the wing section, the fuse-
lage shape, or the fore-and-aft position of the wing on
the fuselage. From these and other considerations, a
reasonably satisfactory picture of the mechanism of
the flow breakdown may be inferred.

For the combination here considered, the initial
flow breakdown probably originates near the leading
edge of the wing on either side of the fuselage. With
the type of airfoil section used with this combination,
typical of slightly cambered sections showing an
abrupt change of flow at maximum lift, the flow break-
down is associated with a separation of the flow near
the leading edge as the result of an accumulation of
dead air just behind the separation point. Where
the wing enters the fuselage this accumulation of
reduced-energy air in the low-pressure region on the
wing surface is undoubtedly augmented by the prox-
imity of the fuselage surface. Reduced-energy air
from the fuselage boundary layer is drawn in by the
low pressures prevailing on the upper surface of the
wing in this region. These conditions obviously
tend to produce a premature stall of the sections
adjacent to the fuselage but such a stall of so limited
a portion of the wing is not sufficient, in itself, to
produce the abrupt and drastic changes in the net

aerodynamic characteristics actually observed in
figure 4. The flow breakdown once started, however,
tends to aggravate itself and probably is further
aggravated by the presence of the fuselage so that it
rapidly increases in extent until it covers the entire
central portion of the wing. In order to form an
adequate picture of this subsequent spreading of the
initial flow breakdown, it is necessary to consider the
lift distribution across the span.

Consider the spanwise lift distribution as affected
by a discontinuity in the plan form of the wing as,
for example, a sudden increase in the chord. Such
a discontinuity occurring in the plan form does not
produce a corresponding discontinuity in the load-
grading curve, although the lift does increase over
the portion of the wing having the increased chord.
The interference between the various sections of the

wing acts so to modify the angle of attack of the
sections that abrupt changes in the lift grading do
not occur, the short-chord portions building up angle
of attack and lift toward the discontinuity and the
long-chord portions losing angle of attack and lift
toward the discontinuity. These effects may be
considered as the result of the vortices that are shed

between sections when the lift changes between the
sections. (See references 2 and 12.)

For the present purpose it is sufficient to note that
the interference between sections acts so to affect the
angle-of-attack distribution that variations in the
spanwise lift distribution tend to be equalized. Hence,
when a wing is combined with a fuselage as in the
mid-wing combination under consideration, the lift
grading across the portion of the span occupied by the
fuselage will tend to be maintained. Although the
fuselage when tested alone is found to be incapable of
maintaining much lift, owing to its very low aspect
ratio, when combined with the wing it is able to do
so. The general regions of low and high pressures
above and below the wing carry across above and
below the fuselage. Although these pressures acting
on the fuselage are less than those acting on the wing
surface, the increased chord of the fuselage as com-
pared with that of the wing allows a lift to be de-
veloped over the portion of the span occupied by the
fuselage. In fact, the high lift-curve slope of the
combination indicates that the fuselage is carrying
an excess of lift as compared with the portion of
the wing which it replaces. The interference conse-
quentiy acts to increase the angle of attack of ad-
joining sections of the wing in order to equalize the
load grading, thus tending further to overload the
airfoil sections adjacent to the fuselage. Their pre-
mature stall owing to boundary interference is thus
hastened and, when it occurs, the resulting loss of
lift tends further to increase the angle of attack. In
this way the condition aggravates itself and spreads
until the low-pressure region no longer exists over the
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fuselage. The fuselage and the adjoining sections of

the wing have then lost most of their lift and the rest

of the wing behaves much like two wings of reduced

aspect ratio with a gap between.

The maximum lift of the combination is, of course,

|ower than that of the wing alone as the result of the

interference burble and the resulting loss of lift over

the central portion of the wing. The maximum-lift

burble, however, occurs independently of the interfer-

ence burble and at a higher angle of attack corre-

sponding approximately to the angle of maximum lift

for the wing alone.

- 4 0 4 8 /2 16 20 24 28

Anqle of aHock, or,degrees

FIOURZ 5.--Aerodynamic characteristics of a typical high-winE combination.

In regard to the pitching moment, the curves of

C .... in figure 4 indicate that the aerodynamic center
of the combination tends to be farther forward than

that of the wing alone. The fore-and-aft position of

the wing in this instance is such that the quarter-

chord points of the wing and fuselage coincide. A

streamline body of revolution, such as the round fuse-

lage, does not have an approximately constant aero-

dynamic center position as does a wing. The effect

of combining such a body with a wing, aside from any

interference effect, is to cause the pitching-moment

curve to become sloped. Even though the combi-

nation cannot strictly be regarded as having an aero-
dynamic center, the position indicated by the moment-

curve slope at zero lift is about 3 percent of the chord
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farther forward than for the wing alone. At lift
coefficients below that of the interference burble the

pitching-moment interference is usually small so that

effects like those just discussed may be approximately

predicted by adding the fuselage and wing moments.
The changes of the pitching-moment coefficient that

accompany the occurrence of the interference burble

are of the same nature as those that accompany the

maximum-lift burble of the plain airfoil but are more

or less marked depending on the character of the
interference burble.

./0

Combinoh'on

High Wing.--The high-wing combination, the char-

acteristics of which are shown in figure 5, will next be

considered. It will be noted that the values of the

lift and pitching-moment coefficients are still nearly

zero at zero angle of attack and that the lift-curve

slope, while remaining higher than that of the wing
alone, is lower than that of the mid-wing combination.

The minimum coefficient representing the drag and

interference of the fuselage is 0.0050, indicating an
adverse interference drag that is smallest at a small

positive angle of attack. The interference drag in-
creases slowly as the angle of attack is increased but
none of the characteristic curves show indications of

an interference burble. The maximum lift is approxi-

mately the same as that of the wing alone. _kt very
low and at negative angles of attack the drag and
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interference increases so rapidly toward larger negative
angles that the condition might be referred to as a
"negative interference burble." For certain high-wing
combinations having very unsatisfactory forms of the
wing-fuselage juncture this drag increase, or negative
interference burble, may begin well to the right on the
plot. In such cases the drag coefficient may be
adversely affected within the high-speed range of the
lift coefficient.

Disconnected High Wing.--The results for a discon-
nected high-wing, or parasol, combination are pro-
seated in figure 6. The characteristics of this combi-
nation are much like those of the connected hi,h-wing

Cornb)nafs'on !

-'-48 -4 0 4 8 /2 /6 ZO 24 _-_8 "

Angle of oifack, _, degrees

FIGL'RIt ?.--Aerodyaatumte characteristics of s typical diseot_nected low-wit_g
eombi_t|ol=.

combinations, except that the drag and interference of
the fuselage is less. In figure 6 it has been possible,
however, to indicate the characteristics of the wing in
the presence of the fuselage because tests of the wing
and fuselage were each made separately in the presence
of the other for the separated positions. The wing in
the presence of the fuselage is shown to have much
lower effective protl]e-drag coefficients than the wing
alone. This result has an important bearing on in-
vestigations of airfoil characteristics in flight by means
of force-measuring devices in the fuselage, in which case
such interference effects are so large that the measured
drags are of little value. An examination of the test
results for the disconnected combinations indicates

that, in general, such mutual interference effects, al-
though large, are of the nature of an interacting force
between the wing and fuselage such as would result
from a reduced pressure region between them. As
the increments on the wing and fuselage therefore tend
to be equal and opposite, the net interference is little
affected. Such mutual interference is of importance
in regard to the structural design of the components
and their connecting members, however, because it
affects the air loads and their distribution on each

part.
Disconnected Low Wing.--The effects just considered

_u'e further brought out. by tim characteristics of the

disconnected low-wing combination presented in figure
7. The effects of the low-pressure region between the
wing and fuselage are evidenced by the increased lift
of the wing in the presence of the fuselage as com-
pared with the lift of the combination and the increased

drag of the wing in the presence of the fuselage. In
this instance, however, the net drag and interference
is excessive, indicating the presence of some adverse
interference drag, although there are no evidences of
an interference burble.

Unsatisfactory Low W'mg._The characteristics of a
very unsatisfactory type of low-wing combination are
represented in figure 8. Here the interference burble
occurs before zero lift although it is not of the abrupt
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type occurring with the mid-wing combination. This

type of interference burble is particularly objection-

able because the drag is increased in the high-speed

range of the lift coefficient. The drag continues to

increase at higher lift coefficients as represented by

the low value of the airplane, or span, efficiency factor

for this combination (e----0.50 from table V). The low

value of e indicates a reduced effective span and an

increased induced drag associated with a loss of lift

over the central portion in the neighborhood of the

fuselage.

The character of this type of flow breakdown,

[laving been discussed elsewhere (reference 5), will not

be considered in detail. It is associated with the poor

form of the air spaces at the wing-fuselage juncture

and can be avoided by improving the juncture by

fillets, or by other means. A separation or a thicken-

ing of the turbulent boundary layer occurs as the air
spaces at the juncture expand toward the trailing

edge of the wing. The ma.vimum lift coefficient is

little affected, probably because the maximum lift

for this type of airfoil section is determined largely

by the air-flow conditions near the leading rather than

the trailing edge.

Typical Low Wing.--A more nearly representative

low-wing combination than the one just considered is

represented by combination 67 (fig. 9) in which the

wing is internally tangent to the fuselage. As might

be expected, the characteristics are intermediate be-

tween those of combination 72 (fig. 8) and those of

the mid-wing combination. The drag at very low

lift coefficients is not excessive. The interference

burble is less abrupt than that of the mid-wing com-
bination but occurs at a much lower lift coefficient:

The maximum lift is adversely affected. The extent

to which this type of interference burble is objectionable

depends on how it affects the maximum lift, how

early the interference burble occurs, and sometimes

on secondary considerations, such as any tail buffeting

or stability difficulties attributable to it.

DRAG AND INTERFERENCE

The results of tests of a large number of combina-

tions having the rectangular wing of symmetrical

section and the round fuselage are discussed with

respect to the effects of the position variables, particu-

larly the vertical position of the wing and the effects
of fillets and strut attachments. The results of a

few tests of other combinations having different

variabh,s, _uch as wing and fuselage shape, indicate
the effects of tllese variables on the characteristics

of combinations having the wing in a limited number

of positions.

Rectangular Wing of Symmetrical Section with Round

Fuselage--Vertical position.--The variation of the ver-

tical position of the wing with respect to the fuselage is

the most important of the position variables. It affects

the wing-fuselage juncture and gap and also the shield-

ing of the central portion of the wing by the fuselage.

A cross plot of the effective profile-drag coefficient of

the combination against the vertical position of the

wing is shown in figure 10. The results are given for

three values of the lift coefficient, two representing the

high-speed range and the third a high-angle-of-attack

condition. Reference to the figure shows that for the

high-wing disconnected combinations the drag and

interference of the fuselage is approximately equal to
the drag of the fuselage alone. If the wing is lowered

the drag and interference increases greatly and then,
as the wing approaches the midposition, decreases to

values that may be less than the drag of the fuselage

alone. In the low-wing positions, the drag and inter-

ference becomes very large as the wing approaches the

lower surface of the fuselage then rapidly decreases for

the low-wing separated positions in which the inter-

ference is again small.

The largest contributing factor to adverse inter-

ference is probably the form of the wing-fuselage
juncture. Whenever the angle between the wing and

the fuselage surfaces at the juncture is acute, the inter-

ference is large and unfavorable, particularly when the

juncture is on the upper surface of the wing. This
unfavorable interference may be noted in figure 10,

which shows large increases in drag when the wing

passes the surfaces of the round fuselage. The detri-

mental effect may be attributed to the geometrical

/
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divergence between the bodies, which may exceed the
critical divergence for the air flow.

For the wing positions through the central portion of
the fuselage, the wing-fuselage combinations of the
type under consideration have the lowest drags. The
position giving the least drag appears to be with the
wing slightly above the center line of the fuselage.
In the high-speed range the drag and interference of
the fuselage for this combination is approximately 88
percent of the minimum fuselage drag and is still
less at moderately high lift coefficients. For the mid-

interference becomes large. The disconnected low-
wing combinations have generally higher drags than
the disconnected high-wing combinations, but no
evidence of an interference burble is apparent for any
of the disconnected combinations except those ]ow-
wing combinations having the wing very close to the
fuselage. An important result shown by the inter-
ference tests of arrangements with wing and fuselage
disconnected is the large interference on each body
due to the presence of the other. The results of tests
of typical high-wing and low-wing combinations with

FloUIUt 10.--Variation of effective profile-drag coefl_cient with vertical wing position.

wing position and for positions immediately below, the
combinations show an abrupt interference burble.
The interference burble is absent for the high-wing
combinations (table V).

The separated positions represent other regions in
which the drag and interference is small. Reference

to figure 10 shows that, with the exception of the dis-
connected high-wing positions at the high value of
the lift, the wing may almost touch the fuselage (a
clearance of approximately 0.02c) before the drag and

41 I Ti' i
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Recta_gttlar wing of _. A. C. A. 0012 airfoil section and round fuselage; dlc.O;_..OOl
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moderate clearances between wing and fuselage are
shown in figures 11 and 12. In these figures the
magnitude of the interference on both the lift and the

drag is indicated by dotted lines connecting test
points at the same angles of attack. Table IV gives
the numerical values at representative angles of attack
for all the disconnected combinations. It will be

noted that, although the mutual interference is large,
the net interference of a combination is relatively
small.
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The results of tests of the high-wing connected
combinations indicate an increase in the drag and
interference of the fuselage as the wing approaches
the fuselage surface and the angle at the juncture
becomes acute. The highest drags result from the
combination in which the lower surface of the wing is
tangent to the surface of the fuselage. At zero lift
the drag and interference of the fuselage for this
combination is 224 percent of the minimum fuselage
drag and at a moderately high llft is slightly higher.
None of tile high-wing combinations tested show an
interference burble.

The low-wing connected combinations have the
largest drags of any of the combinations tested.

-:4 -.2 0 .Z .4 .6 .8 l.O L2 /.4 LS"
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:FrovlLI 13.--Charactaristics for various vertical wing positions. Recta_gulsr

_ing of N. A, C. A. 0012 airfoil section and round fu_lage,

With the wing in the low-wing positions the angle
between the fuselage and the upper surface of the
wing is acute and the geometrical divergence rapid.
The adverse effects resulting from placing the wing on
the lower portion of the fuselage are shown more
completely in figure 13 by the graphical presentation
of the results of tests of some typical combinations.
It may be seen that lowering the wing increases the
drag in the high-speed range and results in an earlier
occurrence of the interference burble. As the wing
approaches the externally tangent position the drags
of the combinations become very large, even in the
high-speed range. The most unfavorable position is

with the wing partly contained in the fuselage (figs. I0
and 13). For this combination the drag and inter-
ference of the fuselage at zero lift is the same as that
of the corresponding high-wing combination, but at a
lift coefficient of I the drag and interference of the
fuselage is 1,300 percent of the minimum drag of the
fuselage alone. Those combinations having junctures
that result in large drags and adverse interference
effects require filleting to improve the aerodynamic
characteristics.

Fore-and-aft position.--A complete analysis of the
effects of a variation of the wing fore-and-aft position
cannot be made from the available data. The data

for the midposition and two disconnected vertical

//

F]_UI_ 14.--Charaet_lstic_ for v_riou_ for_and-aft win_ _itiou$.

Rectangular win E Of N'. A. C. A. 0012 airfoil section and round fu._lage.

positions indicate, however, that the variation of the
fore-and-aft position of the wing has very little effect
on the drag and interference of the fuselage except
as it affects the occurrence of the interference burble
of the mid-wing combinations. The effect of the
fore-and-aft position is illustrated by the results of
tests of combinations having the rectangular wing of
symmetrical section in various mid-wing fore-and-aft
positions (fig. 14). The drag tends to increase slightly
as the wing is moved backward, the drag and inter-
ference of the fuselage at zero lift varying from 76
percent of the minimum fuselage drag with the wing
in the most forward position to 93 percent in the
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rear position. The chief effect of varying the fore-

and-aft position of the wing is on the occurrence of

the interference burble. The interference burble does

not appear when the wing is in the most forward

mid-wing position but is present for the second position

back and occurs progressively earlier as tile wing is

moved backward from this latter position (fig. 14).

In the region of the maxianum diameter of the fuselage

large changes in the fore-and-aft position of the wing

apparently have little effect. The interference burble

is probably affected principally by the amount of the

leading edge of the wing contained within the fuselage.

The most advantageous position aerodynamically is

-.4
- 4 0 4 a 12 16 20 24

Angle of ef'tuc&, ,; ,degrees

FLOUR1 18.--Characteristics for various ang]_ ot wing setting. Recta_

_]sx wulg of N. A. C. A. 0012 airfoil sec&lon and rotund ft_eLa_e.

well forward. This advantageous position gives the

lowest drags and a small moment-curve slope but is

impracticable because of the center-of-gravity location.

Tests of the combinations having the wing in the sepa-

rated low-wing and high-wing positions show no definite

tendencies with variations of the fore-and-aft position.

Wing setting.--The variation of the angle of wing

setting affects the drag and interference of the fuselage

chiefly by varying the attitude of the fuselage with

respect to the relative wind for any given angle of

attack of the combination. The angle of wing setting

may also affect the wing-fuselage juncture, particu-
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larly for the combinations having the wing near the

upper or lower surface of the fuselage, with resultant

interference effects.

The effect of the variation of the wing setting is
shown for a typical mid-wing position in figure 15.

The chief effect is on the lift and pitching moment;

the effect on the drag of the combination is small

except as an increase in the wing setting delays the

interference burble.

The variation of the wing setting with other vertical

positions is most important for tim high-wing and

low-wing connected combinations where the wing is

near the upper or lower sl_rfaces of the fuselage.

-.4 ".2 O .2 .4 .S ,8 LO 1.2 /.4 /.GI -Z _._
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FI(}_Izg 18.--Cbarsct4s'istJcs for variou_ fillets on an nn_tl.sfsctory low-wing

combination. Rectangular wing of N. A. C. A. 00t2 airfoilsectionand round

fuselage.

For such combinations small changes of the wing

setting result in criticalchanges of the wing-fuselage

junctures. _The effects of variations of the angle of

wing setting are not, however, large for any of the

positions.
With variation of incidence other fore-and-aft mid-

wing positions generally exhibit the same results as

those of the normal mid-wing position. In the ranges

of high speed and moderately high liftthe wing setting

has slighteffect. Increasing the angle ischieflyeffec-

tive in delaying the interferenceburble.
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Fillets.--The addition of fillets to an unsatisfactory

juncture reduces the drag and adverse interference of

the fuselage by reducing the divergence and the com-

bined adverse pressure gradients of the two bodies at

the juncture. Fillets may also reduce the skin fric-

tion by reducing the wetted area at the iuncture. An

extensive investigation of various fillets is impracti-

cable because specific applications will usually require

individual designs. The favorable use of fillets,

however, is typically illustrated for an unsatisfactory

combination in figure 16, which shows that even small

fillets give a marked improvement. The importance

of completely filleting the rear portion of the juncture

may be noted by comparing the curves of the combina-

tions having small fillets with those having large ones.

The interference burble, which still appears with the

small fillets, is eliminated by increasing the size of the
fillets to the rear. For some combinations small

fillets may be more desirable than large fillets from

considerations of steep glide characteristics because

of the large increase in drag at lift coefficients above

the climbing re_e with only a small decrease in

maximum lift.

For the high-wing combinations the chief effect of

filleting is to reduce the drag and interference of the

fuselage in the high-speed range where a high drag of

the unfilleted combination may indicate serious

interference.

An attempt was made to delay or eliminate the

occurrence of the interference burble of the mid-wing

combinations by changing the form of the juncture

between the wing and fuselage. This change was
effected by means of 3 sizes of normal fillets,

which increased the root thickness and chord, and

3 sets of plan-form fillets, which increased the

root chord and which varied the effective angle of

attack of the root section when the trailing edge of

the fillet was moved downward (washed-in fillets)

and when moved upward (washed-out fillets) from

the trailing edge of the wing. The results of tests of

the combinations having normal fillets show that

neither the interference burble nor drag is appreciably
different from those of the unfilleted combination.

These results agree with the results reported in refer-

ence 5: that for this type of juncture fillets have little

effect on the drag. .4_u increase in the root chord,

obtained by means of a straight plan-form fillet,

delays the burble to somewhat higher values of the

lift coefficient and slightly increases the drag in the

high-speed range. Washed-in and washed-out plan-

form fillets increase the drag and interference but only

slightly delay the occurrence of the interference burble.

The chief effect of these fillets is on the lift and pitching
moment.

Strut attachments.--Several combinations were

tested in which disconnected wings and fuselages were

joined by single struts, representing one means of con-

necting the body and the wing. For the high-wing

combinations investigated the thickness or position of

the strut has no large effect on the drag and interfer-

ence. A combination having a moderately thick

strut has characteristics comparable with those of the

combination having a thin-plate connection or no

connection at all. The thick strut increases the drag

of the combination slightly. Tests of the combina-

tions having a thick strut indicate that the forward

position is slightly more favorable than the rear posi-

tion. The drag differences due to the strut connec-

tions, however, are not large.

In the low-wing combinations the thick strut

causes marked interference effects, which are absent
for the combinations having the moderately thick

strut and the thin plate. All three thick-strut com-

binations show an early interference burble. With

the strut in the rear position, a discontinuity appears
in the polar curve just beyond the interference burble.

When the strnt is moved forward, the drag is slightly

improved in the high-speed range and the discon-

tinuity is not so marked. Filleting the jun'ctures

between a thick strut and the wing and fuselage tends

to increase the interference drag of the combination.

The moderately thick strut is comparable with the

thin-plate connection, both combinations having lower

drags than the thick-strut combination and showing a
normal drag increase over the entire range of lift
coefficients.

Wing Shape.--At high values of the lift coefficient

the stability of the air flow over the central portion

of the wing varies for different wings. This stability

may be expected to be critically affected by the

presence of a fuselage and by the character of the root

juncture.

Polar curves giving the results of tests of four mid-

wing combinations having different wing shapes are

compared in figure 17. The critical effect of the wing

shape in the high-lift region is readily apparent from

the curves. The interference burble, which occurs at a

moderately high llft coefficient for the combination

having the rectangular wing of symmetrical section,

does not occur for the combinations having the cam-

bered and tapered wings. Also, the drag for the com-

binations having the cambered and the tapered wings

increases less rapidly than for the wings alone in the

high-lift region. (See figs. 18 and 19.) In the high-

speed range and up to moderately high lift coefficients

the effect of the wing shape on the drag and interference

of the fuselage is small except for the combination

having the cut-out wing. For this combination the

drag and interference decreases with increasing lift

nearly up to the normal interference burble of the cut-
out wing alone; whereas the drag and interference of

the fuselage for combinations having the other wings
remains reasonably constant. The drag and inter-

ference of the fuselage in the high-speed range for the
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combination having the tapered wing is only 54 percent
of the minimum drag of the fuselage, which is the
lowest of the four combinations considered. The

favorable drag characteristics of the tapered-wing
combination may he attributed to the fact that the
thick, high-drag portion of the wing is largely shielded
within the fuselage. The minimum drag of this com-
bination is equal to that of the combinations with the
rectangular wing of symmetrical section and, aside
from structural considerations, has the advantage of a
high maximum lift and no interference burble.

The shape of the wing makes very. little difference in
the drag and interference of the fuselage as affected by
the wing setting• The greatest differences are shown

T T ] t ,_./2
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symmetrical section, as indicated in figures 18 and 19.
They all show a large drag and interference where tile
juncture is unsatisfactory. The thick root of the
tapered wing results in a more satisfactory form of
juncture than those resulting from the other wing roots
as evidenced by the fact that the drag increases less
rapidly for the low-wing combination (fig. 18) than for
the corresponding combination with the rectangular
wing of symmetrical section. The interference burble
is also delayed.

Fuselage Shape.--The variations of the fuselage
shape are tile cross-sectional form and the presence of
an uncowled or a cowled engine• Variations of the
cross-sectional form chiefly affect the form of wing-

185 .... × ! i[
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by the combinations having the cut-out wing in the
high-wing and low-wing separated positions for which
the lowest drags are obtained with relatively large
angles of wing setting. The cambered-wing combina-
tions tend to have the lowest drags at higher negative

angles of wing setting than the combinations with the
rectangular wing of symmetrical section. This result
may be accounted for by the negative angle of zero
lift of the cambered _4ng.

Other vertical positions affect the combinations hav-
ing the various wing shapes in a manner similar to their
effect on the combinations with the rectangular wing of

=4
Lift coefficienf, Ck

FIGUal 18.--Cbaracteristic_ for various vertical wing p_ltions. Tapered

N. A. C. A. 0018--D9 airfoil and round fu_lage,

fuselage juncture. The addition of an engine intro-
duces an interfering body at the nose of the fuselage,
with resulting turbulence and variation of the air flow
over the fuselage and the wing roots.

Uncowled and cowled engine.--The effects of adding
either an uncowled or a cowled engine to typical mid-
wing combinations are shown in figure 20. The ad-
dition of an uncowled engine to the round-fuselage
combination increases the drag and interference of the
fuselage at zero lift of the combination to 434 percent
of the minimum drag of the fuselage alone without the
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engine and delays the occurrence of the interference
burble. If the difference in drag is based on the fuse-

lage alone with the uncowled engine, the interference

is slightly favorable. The addition of a cowled engine
increases the drag and interference of the fuselage at

zero lift of the combination to 149 percent of the

minimum drag of the fuselage alone without the cowled
engine, with favorable interference when based on the

fuselage alone with the cowled engine. The inter-

ference burble is entirely absent for the cowled-engine

combination. The drag and interference of the fuse-
lage, which is substantially constant over a considerable

lift range for the no-engine combination, increases with

-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 LO 1.2 1.4 L6
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Floua= 19.--Ch_tics for various vortical wing Im_ttions. Cambered wing
of _. A. C. A. 4412 airfoil seetEon and round fuselqe.

increasing lift when either the uncowled or cowled

engine is added. The addition of the uncowied or
cowled engine to the filleted mid-wing combination
has no effects appreciably different from those of the

unfilleted combination.

Tests of combinations of the rectangular wing of

symmetrical section having the wing in a separated

low-wing position indicate that the drag and inter-

ference of the fuselage with an uncowled or a cowled

engine is somewhat higher than for corresponding com-
binations having the wing in the mid-wing position.

Also, the drag and interference increases rapidly with

increasing lift.

With the wing in the parasol or separated high-wing
position, the drag and interference is approximately

the same in the high-speed range as with the wing in

the mid-wing position for corresponding combinations.

An early interference burble occurs, however, for both

the uncowled and cowled engine combinations at the

approximate attitude at which the wing probably enters

the turbulent wake from the engine. The interference

burble becomes more abrupt with an increase in the

angle of wing setting and the drag increase beyond

the interference burble is more rapid for the uncowled-

engine combinations than for the c o w l e d- e n g i n e
combinations.

'.g 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 /.0 /.2 /.4
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Flo_a]_ 20.--Char_t_ristics for various Iuselage shapes. Mid-wing combinations

with rectangular wing of N', A. C. A. 0[)12 airfoil section.

One mid-wing combination having the cowled

engine and the cambered wing was tested to obtain

information about the effect of the wing shape on

this type of combination. At zero lift the drag

and interference of the fuselage is the same as for the

corresponding combination having the rectangular

wing of symmetrical section but the increase in drag

with increase in llft is much less and, in the high-speed

range, is reasonably constant; whereas the drag of
the combination having the rectangular wing of

symmetrical section increases with an increase in lift.

The connected low-wing combination having the

cambered wing and the round fuselage was chosen as
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representing a typically unsatisfactory, combination.

Variations of the fuselage shape from this basic com-

bination are shown in figure 21. Neither the un-

cowled nor the cowled engines affect the interference

burble or the rapid drag increase that appears in the

combinations with no engine in the fuselage.

Filleting the junctures of these typical low-wing com-
binations eliminates the interference burble and the

rapid drag increase. Flow changes over the fuselage and

wing roots due to the presence of an uncowled or a cowled

engine do not greatly affect the action of the fillets.

Fuselage section.--Typical results for variations of

the cross-sectional shape

of the fuselage and the

nose form resulting from _ o
I

the presence of an un-

cowled and cowledengine

are illustrated in figure

20, which compares the
results of tests of the

rectangular fuselage and

the round fuselage in
combinations with the

rectangular wing of sym-

metrical section in the

mid-wing position. The

principal result is the

absence of the interfer-

ence burble for the rec-

tangular fuselage com-

bination with no engine.

Otherwise the rectangu-

lar fuselage combinations

have generally higher

drags over the entire lift

range; the differences in

drag of the no-engine

fuselage combinations
and the combinations

having an uncowled en-

gine approximately equal =4
the differences between

the corresponding round

and rectangular fuselages

alone. The results also show that the rectangular-

fuselage combination having the uncowled engine has

an early interference burble; no interference burble

is present for the no-engine fuselage combination.

The differences in drag between the round and the

rectangular fuselage combinations having a cowled

engine are greater than between either the combina-

tions having the no-engine fuselage or the combina-

tions having an uncowled engine, probably because

of the peculiar shape of the cowling on the rec-

tangular fuselage.

A comparison of the results of tests of the rectangu-

lar-fuselage combinations having different wings with

-.2 0 .2 .4 .S -8 I.O L2 L4 L6 L8
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Ftoffttg 21.--Characteristics for various futmlag$ ahape_ Typical unmtiahtctory

low-wing combinations, N. A. C. A. 4412 sit*feN section with round famlag_.

those of corresponding round-fuselage combinations

indicates that, regardless of the wing shape, the

characteristics of a mid-wing combination are not

appreciably affected by the cross-sectional shape of

the fuselage. An exception is noted for the combi-

nation with the rectangular wing of symmetrical sec-
tion in which the interference burble is absent when

the rectangular fuselage is used.

The importance of the combined action of the

fuselage and the wing pressure gradients and air flow

is illustrated by the sudden interference burble of the

i mhl-wing combination of the rectangular wing of

•/3 symmetrical section and

the round fuselage. With

./z other wings and with

the rectangular fuselage,

// this early breakdown of

the air flow is not

/°¢2" evident. The introduc-
.*2

--.09 _ tion of turbulence and

the probable change of

the pressure gradient
8 due to the addition of an

uncowled engine appar-

ently has no appreciable

effect; whereas the ad-

.oN _ dition of a cowled engine
eliminates the interfer-

.o4_ ence burble of the mid-
t9

.o3_ wing combination. This
effect on the interfor-

.oz ence burble indicates

that for wings having

•o/ sections of the type
5 similar to that of the

O _o_ N. A. C. A. 0012, i. e.,

those sections having a

critical degree of sta-

bility of the air flow

near maximum lift as

indicated by a sudden

loss of lift at the burble,

the stability of the air

flow over the wing roots is critically affected by the

fuselage shape.

PITCHING MOMENT OF THE COMBINATIONS

As the interference effects on the pitching moment

are usually small in the lift range below the inter-

ference burble, the approximate pitching moment of

a wing-fuselage combination may usually be obtained

by adding the moments of the wing and the fuselage.

The pitching moments of fuselages of the type used in

these tests are not constant about any one point as
indicated by the variation of the pitching moment for

the fuselages alone (see table II.) The slope of the
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pitching-moment curve measured at zero lift no shows
that the aerodynamic center of the fuselage at the
attitude of zero lift is well forward. When the

moments of the fuselage are added to those of the wing,
the resulting moments of the wing-fuselage combina-
tion indicate a position of the aerodynamic center (at
zero lift) well forward of the quarter-chord point of
the wing for the usual wing positions. The values of
the slopes of the pitching-moment curves at zero
lift, which represent the fore-and-aft positions of the
aerodynamic center as fractions of the chord ahead of
the quarter-chord point of the airfoi}, are given for all
the combinations in table V. The variable of most

influence on the position of the aerodynamic center is
the fore-and-aft position of the wing. As the wing
moves aft from the most forward (mid-wing) position
(fig. 14), the value of no increases from 0.012 in the
forward position to 0.067 in the rear position (table V).
Tbis increase represents a change in the fore-and-aft
position of the aerodynamic center from 1.2 to 6.7
percent of the _ing chord ahead of the quarter-chord
point.

The effect on the aerodynamic center of adding
fillets to a combination may also be of interest. The
relatively large changes in the position of the aero-
dynanfic center when fillets are added (table V) indi-
cate that filleting the junctures of existing airplanes
may affect the longitudinal stability to a serious extent
Imless compensating changes are made. Because the
pitching moments of a combination are not constant
about any one point, no actual aerodynamic center
exists for a combination. Nevertheless, the value
given representing the aerodynamic center as deter-
mined at zero lift, together with the pitching-moment
coefficient at zero lift, provides information about the
moment in the high-speed range of a combination.

The effects of the variables considered in this
investigation on the pitching moment of the combi-

nations are best studied by considering only the
moment at zero lift. Values of the pitching-moment

coefficient at zero lift C, ° are given in table V for all
the combinations tested. The chief effects are those

caused by variations of the angle of wing setting (fig.
15) and variations in camber of the wing section (fig.
17). The angle of wing setting affects the relative
attitude of the fuselage with respect to the attitude
of the wing and the effect of wing setting on the pitch-
ing moment of the combination may be considered as
being due almost entirely to the displacement of the
pitching-moment curve of the fuselage alone. Increas-
ing the wing setting 4° (near zero incidence) increases
the diving moment at zero lift in the order of 13 to
19 percent of the moment of a moderately cambered
wing. Other variables have small effects on the
moment at zero lift. Figure 22 shows the variation
of C,,,,/_ with the vertical position of the rectangular
N. A. C. A. 0012 wing set at 0° with respect to the

round fllselage for values of the lift coefficient of 0,
0.3, and 1.

After the appearance of the interference burble the
effect of the interference on the pitching moment in-
creases. The effect of the interference burble is similar
to the effect of the normal burble of an airfoil as the
diving moment increases rapidly with an increase in
the angle of attack beyond the burble. The large
pitching-moment variations wittl variations of the
vertical position of the wing, shown in figure 22 for
lift coefficients of 0.3 and 1, are mainly because the
air flow has already broken down at the interference

I -.05 0 .I -.05 0 .I -.05 0 .I
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FIOURg 22.--Variation of pitching.moment coefficient with vertical wing position.

Rvctangu]ar wing of N. A. C. A. 0012 airfoil section and round fuselage; d/e=O;

f..0 °.

burble for combinations having the wing in the posi-
tions corresponding to the la_e pitching-moment
variations.

MAXIMUM LIFT OF THE COMBINATIONS

Considerations of the maximum lift coefficient of

the wing as affected by the presence of the fuselage
may be as important as considerations of the drag.
The maximum lift is considered separately, however,
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because the results show that the flow breakdown

determining the maximum lift coefficient is almost
unrelated to and independent of the earlier flow

breakdown (interference burble) that causes marked

drag increases. For considerations of maximum lift

coefficients, variations with the Reynolds Number

must be taken into account; whereas for comparisons

of the drag the high-scale results may be compared

without regard to scale effect, any scale effect on the

drag coefficients being small at the high Reynolds

Numbers associated with high-speed flight where

considerations of the drag are of greatest importance.

Data on the scale effect for the maximum lift are

given in table V by giving the maximum lift coefficients
of the combinations at two values of the "effective

Reynolds Number." The effective Reynolds Number

is obtained from the actual test Reynolds Number by

the application of a factor to allow for the effects
of turbulence present in the tunnel. (See references

15 and 16.) Comparative tests indicate that, at this

effective value of the Reynolds Number, maximum

lift coefficients from the tunnel tend to agree with

those in flight. The maximum lift coefficients pre-

sented should therefore be applied to flight at Reyn-

olds Numbers of 3,400,000 and 7,500,000. The values

given for the higher Reynolds Number are approxi-

mately correct for modern two-engine transport air-

planes (7,500,000 corresponds to an airplane having

a wing with an l 1-foot mean chord and landing at

73 miles per hour) and the maximum lift coefficients

given for 3,400,000 are approximately correct for

popular single-engine four-place types (having a wing

with a 6-foot mean chord and landing at 60 miles per

hour).
As an aid in extending the maximum lift results to

other values of the Reynolds Number, the variations

of the coefficients for the wings alone are shown in

figure 23 for a wider range of the Reynolds Number.

For the extension of the results, it will be helpful to

note that the scale effect for the wing-fuselage com-

bination is either much like the scale effect for the

wing alone when the adverse interference is small or the
scale effect is small when the combination shows

marked adverse interference. In other words, the

results may usually be either corrected for scale

effect paralleling the curve for the wing alone in figure

23 or used lmcorreeted, depending on the charscter
of the interference.

Wing Position.--Consider first the effect of varying

the wing position of the combinations having the

rectangular wing of symmetrical section and round

fuselage. A variation of the vertical position of the
wing indicates marked reductions of the maximum

lift coefficient when the wing is in the center and in the

low positions. The greatest reductions occur for

some of the mid-wing combinations. For some of
the combinations, the maximum lift tends to be

slightly higher than that of the wing alone. The

interference effects on the maximum lift are apparentJy

independent of the effects on the drag.
A variation of the fore-and-aft mid-wing positions

shows a steady reduction in the maximum lift coefficient

from a value approaching that of the wing alone at the

most forward position to a value below that for the

normal fore-and-aft position when the wing is well
back along the fuselage. For the disconnected combi-

nations a variation of the fore-and-aft position shows

very little effect.

The angular position for a normal range of wing

setting does not appreciably affect the maximum lift

coefficients of the combinations. Although the dif-

ferences over the full ranges of wing setting tested are

sometimes rather large, there do not appear to be any
noticeable general trends.

The effect on the maximum lift coefficients of the

position variables appears to be governed mainly by

the amount of the leading edge and upper surface of

the wing exposed.

lO0,OOO z .3 4 _ s/,O00.OOO z a _ s IO.OOC000
Effecf/ve Reynold_ Number

Fxo_tx 23.--Scale effect on the maximum lift coefnc_ent of three wing_

Wing Shape.--The maximum lift coefficients of the

combinations having the cambered wing are appar-

ently much less affected by tile different variables
than are the maximum lift coefficients of the combi-

nations having the rectangular wing of symmetrical

section. The combinations having the tapered wing

show generally favorable effects, except for the low-

wing connected combinations, in which the effect is
somewhat unfavorable over a small range of vertical

positions. The maximum lift coefficients of the cut-
out wing combinations are all low when compared

with the uncut wing combinations but are somewhat

higher than the maximum lift coefficients of the
cut-out wing alone. In general, the conclusion is

that low-cambered moderately thick wing sections like

the N. A. C. A. 0012 having critical flow conditions

at maximum lift are more susceptible than other
sections to adverse interference from the fuselage and,

on the other hand, that tapered wings having thick

root sections may show favorable interference effects
on the maximum lift coefficient as the result of eno

closing the thickest part of the wing in the fuselage.
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Fuselage Shape.--The rectangular fuselage mid-wing

combination having the rectangular wing of symmetri-

cal section has a more favorable maximum lift coeffi-

cient than the round-fuselage combination. With

other wings there are smaller differences between the

maximum lift coefficients of the round and rectangular-

fuselage mid-wing combinations. Addition of the

uncowled engine tends to decrease the maximum lift

coefficient from that of the corresponding no-engine

fuselage combination. Addition of the cowling, how-

ever, tends to eliminate the adverse effect of the

engine and sometimes increases the maximum lift

coefficient above that of the corresponding no-engine

fuselage combination.

Fillets and Strut Attachments.--Fillets have a slight

effect on the maximum lift coefficient except for certain

well-shaped fillets that increase the maximum lift

slightly with increase in size of the fillet, probably
owing to an increase in the effective wing area. Differ-

ences appear to be surprisingly small between the
maximum lift coefficients of the filleted and unfillet-

ed combinations having very high-drag junctures.

Straight plan-form fillets improve the maximum lift

coefficients over the unfilleted mid-wing combination

owing to the increase in area due to the fillets. The
washed-in and washed-out fillets affect the maximum

lift coefficients of the combinations in a manner similar

to that to be expected with corresponding changes of
camber of the section.

The combinations having thick and moderately

thick connecting struts show some loss of maximum
lift from that of the wing alone. The maximum lift

coefficients of the combinations having a thin connect-

ing plate are approximately the same as that of the

wing alone and agree fairly well with the similar
unconnected combinations.

CONCLUSION

As regards the general aerodynamic efficiency of
the various combinations investigated, the most satis-

factory criterion is probably the ratio CLan,/Co,, where

Co, is taken at a lift coefficient corresponding to either

high-speed or cruising flight. On the basis of this so-

called "speed-range index" the order of merit of the

combinations may change with the Reynolds Number

as the result of the rather large variation of C_m_ _ with

Reynolds Number for some of the combinations. A

comparison of the various combinations on the basis

of the speed-range index indicates that some of the

parasol arrangements with the round fuselage and the

N. A. C. A. 4412 airfoil would be among the best if

the drag of the necessary wing-supporting members
were eliminated as in the tests. If these combinations

are eliminated because of the unavoidable drag of a
wing-support system, the most favorable combinations

seem to be those of the tapered wing or the rectangular

N. A. C. A. 4412 wing in positions somewhat above

the mid-wing position. The usual high-wing positions

may be made nearly as favorable as the high mid-wing

positions by the use of suitable fillets. Forward

positions of the wing with respect to the fuselage

appear to be favorable. Low-wing positions are

unfavorable, but, by adequately filleting the wing-

fuselage juncture, the aerodynamic efficiency of the

low-wing combinations can be made to approach that

of the better high-wing combinations.

In general, it may be noted that important favorable

interference effects are usually the result of drag

saved by enclosing a considerable part of the wing

surface within the fuselage. Marked adverse inter-
ference effects are associated with a breakdown of the

flow near the wing-fuselage juncture. This phenom-

enon, referred to as the "interference burble", is a
complicated one dependent on the stability of the flow

over the airfoil, the conditions at the wing-fuselage

juncture, and the geometrical form of the air spaces
at the juncture. Efficient airfoils of moderate thick-

ness and low camber are most susceptible to such
adverse interference. The interference burble does

not necessarily affect the maximum lift coefficient.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., March 8, 1985.
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TABLE L--AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS

Airfoil t

I
1

Rectangular N _k C _ 0012 [

Tapered N. A."C. "A."OOl__'. :-.'-: "-:'. : " i
Cut-ott¢ N. A. C.A. 0012 .............. i

C& Co i C'ell

.000

i

Cb

.2_

CD,

am4 a

o:_
•0085

C_• f4

0.0_

(Y,(,

O, 920

:N

Co,

a-- 12 °

0. 0150
• 0146

• 018_

C_e/4

0.004
•013

•018

a- --4* ¢t-0 ° <z-g a

0. [_95 -0.087 0.899 0.0L36 --,. 084
Rectangular N. A. C. A. 4412 .......... i _0.008 0.0097 !--0.089 0.2_

TABLE II._FUSELAGE CHARACTERISTICS

i C,F CL CL _ Cr, (-Z ; Co t C=r
i

j,
CL I C_

Fuselage Engine i

i ! .-o.
d I_ [o_ o._,Roun ........ I -"one ............ i

Do ........ t UncowMd ........ 018@

DO ........ I Cowled ......... ' ._, .0069

co I _ c'" CL co ii 'c-, IC'=_. [

1,

a=4 o am8 ° a=12 ° a=IS °

0.00421 0.016 0.{_510.004g 0.0_7_ (_01l 0.f10_2 0.03.5 0.019 0.0(_5 0._llo_ o_,
• . .013 : .017 1025 .0115 .(_5 .040 .0165 [044

Rectangular.._ i None ........... .00 I .0049 .005 .009 .014 _[_ .015 _0_ .0097 .015 .040 .0151 .01_

* Pitching-moment coefficient about the quarter-ehord point of the fuselage.
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TABLE III.--LIFT AND INTERFERENCE, DRAG AND INTERFERENCE, AND PITCHING MOMENT AND

INTERFERENCE OF FUSELAGE IN WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS

ACt, , "Cz_ &Co _C=+14 _CL ACo, i "XC%/t _CL C iI AC'_/I ACL o ACe° A %. -_CL
Combina- Combina*

tion ..... [ .... tioa --

=.0 ° a=4 o a.12 ° a=O o

--{ { { .i,{1......... { O.OOC 0.0_ 0.co( 0.007 0.003 r 0
2.......... o_ .o04 .o_ "o_ .o_ .o_1 •o_p .o_71 .o_ I Sl....... : .m o.o_o-o•o_I 0.OLS
3 ......... CO(I .COa .CO( • .0_ .0051 .026 .0046 012 F 82 - --0] .0054] •015[--.0181
4 ......... i ---CO, .004 --.0K .003
5 .........i •omi •o04 .02T .0_ .00._ .0_31 •o_tf .coTt{ .042 J 84......... oc .0040q -.0101 .0011
8 ......... ' .02_' • CO,,'} .014 .044 .CO_ •02it •0711 •00534 .0.321 85 ........ I •0 .00.54 / --•030 t .013 F
7 ......... I ._1 .CO3 .COO .OIH .003' .000 .040 .0047! 024 ! 80 ......... Ol .0071J --.0341 ,0174

s...........o_ _01 -014_-.01_i_ -00_{ ._{ .oo45,._ s7........I- o_ ._01 .0,1-.o2419 ......... --.0_ •(]044! --.O27_ --.047 --.0191 --.02O/ .00421 --.O24 $8 ........ { --.01 .0038, --.006_ --.0141
LO.......... 0._ .0044} .0321 .0_ .042, .0701 .0_01 .(k37 ! 89 ........I .0_ .oo381 --,02_ -.oo_
ll .......... L_ •0035[ .COOl .022i . 0L4 044 COSII 036 f: _ ........ .CO

12......... -_ co_{ -.co2, -041 .00411-.0101-._F _9_ ._ I, 01........ l .01 .0040_41-.03_,-'m_.012,'_i
13.......... i .CO0i .023 .004l I .010} .038t .0102, .052 II 02 ........ { --.O2 .00aSt .014{ --.024{

14 .......... 00c ._{ .co3 •o1({ •o._ .01ot •0491 .o2421 .o'_ I 03 ........ J-.0t .oo3,_ -.oo21-.o151
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16......... --.00 .004 .CO4 •012 _ .013{ .039 .0042 .028 i{ 05 { CO .0'040 --,0291 .COOl
17 ......... --.O2 .O25; .034{ .o22 i •o_ot .041/ .omoi •o_s ,i _'".'-", _o2 •co_ -.o341 .cosI

18.......... 01 .004' .021' .010 •0_1 •0291.......}.......{........II OZ"'"...::l--.04 .00.52 .02_'--.040{19 ......... --.00 .004E .CO6{ .O21 .015 .O20 .0CO1 .029 98 ........ --.03 .CO45 .011i --.0351
20 ......... --.01 .0037{ _ --.CO_ _CO411 --.0O21 .0131 .00461 .012 II 99 ........ I --.02 .CO62 --.CO7! --.026 t
21 .......... .o¢ .o04: -i -o_ .tm9_ -,o15 -.0131 .o2371 -.oo3 H i_ ........ / -.010t .00_ -.022 -,015,

22 .......... 01_ .00.9 "_08 .011 .00_2 .011 .O211 .00_7{ .025 ]1 101 ........ --,002 .CO38 --.O22] --.CO41
23 .......... 02 .Otl_ .CO .0077 .O24 ....... I....... {........ _j 102 ........ I .0O2 1 .0071 --.0_ I .CO4
24 .......... 04, .0_ _ .00. .00_ .010 .oooq ,co_{ .ooo ! 103 ........ -- 006 •0048 .0131 --.CO5
.......... 04 .co_ - .o3: .oo,_ -.oo7 .o2o .oo_71 .o13 _PlO4 ........{ o04l .o048 -.co3} .co6

20 ........... 00 .CO_ 0'2_ --.OL, •00_8 .02O --.O221 .00_9i .038 i 105 ......... 017{ .0047 --.0181 .014
27 .......... 01 .00_0 -.o_l -.0041 .o047 .013 -.o3o{ .o_2{ .o3o [i 10_ ........ 0_ .00_ -.02o{ .024
28 ......... --.COq .0040 t .0101 --.Ol2i .0047 .028 --.0191 .0077! .035 {i 107 ........ { .02.5 .0073 --.0341 .026

.......... _ .00451 .004! .COOl .CO_9 .0L5 --.0141 .00_2i .027 O_.... • 116 .0049 .0lfl[ ,018
30 .......... 01, .00451 --. 0121 .010, .0040 --. 001 --. 002] .0046l .014 t!73 ......... ')2 L .0019 . ?'YO{ .024
31 ........... 00_ .00491 01_[9]--.0n_1_.0047 .O28--.0191 ,00_31 .037 IL0 ........ } •034i .00_2 -.o1 .034
32 .......... 001 .CO4_ :_.-, _--. .CO42 .OL5--.014] .00461 .028 IL1 ........ [ •00 .0CO: --.0'_ .040
33 .......... 0U .00_ --.0151 .0043 •000--.00_ .0044} .014 112 ........ { •041 •00"/_ --.0_' .045

--. 02834 .......... 011 .00_ .016} .0053 --•019 .005 .0043_ --.4)¢i,2113 ........ 0(X •019: .00_ --.009
35 .......... 0_ .0071 --.CO3 .025[ .CO_ --•_2 .018 .0047] --.0_L 114- ........ 01_ .0181 --.00, .00L

.O23 --. 012{ .003536 ......... --.00 .0G_.{ .028 --.021 •CO_] .038 115 ........ ] .021 .019_ --.011 .012

0_1 .0_4 .0L6--.Oil ,0O29) ,0_l 116 ........ [ .0_ .02O_ --.0_ .0203837.................... 0201q .0040'0CO8--.utx,'O;Xl(--i_., •fl_O --.001 --.CO7 .0030 .O20 117 ......... 03, •02O' --.049 .(g]l
30 .......... 02{ .0060 --.0"_1 .017{ •0041 -.018 •001 .002O .002 118 ......... 00 .017t •0_ .007
40 .......... O& .006'> --. uaJ., .025 .00_1 --. 030 .020 . t._0U --. 010 ........... _ --. 021 • 01_ • OH --. 024

.oo¢_ .041

aco ]ac,,f, ACL ac,, j aC,o.i

a=4 ° a_12 o

-o•=I-ooI_Iooio,I-o_
-._21 -.0141 .01361 -.015

I .0041 -.010/ .ooo6{ .012J o054 -. 012q -. 015/ . 0CO9! .004
• CO59, --. 025_ -. O_J .00671 --. 009
•oo711-.m._l •_ .oo_i -.o_t
OO481 • 017[ -. 033! . OO5O1 • O2O
i0040_ .0(03{--.034i .CO_I 014
.0041 --.014 --.019{ .CO52 .003
•09451 --.026-.OLO • CO521 -.007

_ --.0341 --.007 .0074} --.022
0221 ....... !....... ;........

.008{ ....... ....... ' ........
1o_1 -.oo71............... !

OO3
-.032 ....... i ..............

.O22 --. 0511 0084; 009
i00_: .0141-o44{ 00_21 .010

-.0011 -.0351 .oo521 .oo4
.oo6o -.01_/ -.o3o{ .00_1 -.0_
•ooM -._ -.019l 0055_ - 02o
.CO6: --.035{ --.0111 .0004t --.032
.CO5! .020i -- 011 00_ 02_
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41.......... CO_
42.......... OE
43.......... 02
44..........

46 ..........
47.......... 011
48.......... O_
49.......... O&
_0.......... 041
51 .......... 04',
52 ......... --. OE
53 ......... -.0@
54 .......... O_

.......... 01_
56 .......... 011
57 ......... --.0_

......... --.0'_
59 ......... --. 041
_0......... --.COW
61 .......... CO(
62 .......... CO(
63 .......... 00_
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.......... 01_
57 .......... _01
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70 ......... --. 01(
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.II --. L_121 .1CO
. lllkr_)l .UI_I .021

. IRk_lll +O[MH .07_

. IlL, Ill -. 1{1{41--. o_1

. tm.'_i .0081 --.022

• IIg'MI . U[_I .
. LMmll .{)!7!--.0_2
.{10601 •0"201 --.0W_
. U(J_'H . UI_*I--,00_

. illfi/_i -. i1{11 • _

..... :_ --_,..,7,** -- --. 07)

. ty_[ .0co --.070

--.027+ .0246 .023
--. 012 .0"238 .012
--.007 .0237 .001
--.OO2 .O'£33 -.010
--. 0L6 .021 .035

.001 .011
• OlOi . 00621 --.0O6
• 019{ . 00601 -. 024
,0471 .OllOl .032

--.OO7{ . 01691 .o2o
-._1 .01311 .019
--.0051 .0114, .0L2
--.0061 .OllOI ,CO0
--.0091 .0107} --.013

.0431 .00431 .O24

.044_ .OO47{ .O2,5

.045{ ,00461 .020
•0391 .02181 .021
•0591 .OllO4 .o2t
•O62{ .OO521 . O27
.111 .¢)¢).5.51.001

.0065{ --.CO5
.00761 .027
.00761 .007
.0o_1 .oo9
• 00_gl .010
.00701 ,009
. ocool .olo
.0COOF .027
• CO_21 . O3O
• 0073[ .O28

.{_ .028.029
_t_4 .012
.01_ .007
.01881 .016
• 02321 .013
• 02401 .015
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TABLE III.--LIFT AND INTERFERENCE, DRAG AND INTERFERENCE, AND PITCHING MOMENT AND

INTERFERENCE OF FUSELAGE IN WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS----Continued

Combina-
tion

ACv ;i _.C%It r I i IACt, • ACL _Cv, ! b.C-,/t ACL ACo, [ ,tC-,/4

°t_--46 a_O° I Q_8°

CombilzB-
|ion

i i

t
*%C& -%Co. I_"%C_/4 ACL .3,C[_, ] .%C.j4

_-0 ° a-4 ° a- 1_

|59 ........ O. OOi 0._71 0007 -O._ll 0.00_ 0.014--0.009 0.00431 0.027160 ......... OlO .00_7 --.012 / .012 i .0_21 -.004 .003 .0033 .013

till......... 0221 .00441 -.027[ .0"_[ .0[k_ -.0211 .013[ .00_21 -.00.5

162 ......... o'29 .oo_ -._I .o311 .oo47] -.o_ .o_4 .ore7 -.0'_

ifA1_................ .u,Jo .,,,_._ .0041 .024,] . 0_Sp .0131 .0621 . 00431 .026
._ ._ -.m2_ .m.! ._i_-.m? m_ ._31-._

165 ........ -,02, .00_l --.01[I --.002 .003.31 --.0031 .0331 .00441 .011

I_ ........ --.0,_I .00_ --.0_ l --.03_ I .0m_ --.m71 .0_I .OO411 --.00_
167 ........ --. 003', .0046 --. 007; --. 002 .0052 .004 --. 016 .00671 .0[4

;68 ......... 000 .00,181 --.0"_1 .018_'0°7 .00.51 -oz3_ -.0091 ._",e,3 r _.o06ooe• 0054 - 0'2'8_ - L'cJ2! . oof_/

169 ......... 015 . oo._6i -.o30 02 l .00631 --.032, .004 i .00571 --O19170 ........ .021 .0073i -- L_kS,
t?l ........ ; .023 . OO_"_ --.039 "ff21• 71 .O0_,L -- El5! .0111 .00781 --.ff27

172 ........ I --.031_ .00_I --.011 --.0eAi .0_i( .(_00: .l_|6J .008_i .02"2
X73 ........ [ --.OO_ ,0_9 --.0|_[ .00| .00_ --.OO,5 -e49_ .o_|4 .o_

_:_........ _0 oml -.ou i -:_ ._ 004_-_! mg: .014
175 ........ --.003 .I_2 --.0|7, . , -- 0021 -- 037 .IY2'2_I .028

--.007; .0t?[ ._k58 .010

176 .......... 08 .0045 --.0181 .02_i _G_4_! --.004! .0351 .OeA8 .007

_ 0_8 l

_,'_ .......... o_ .oi_2 -" -.oo71 .o241 .ooeAl

,8o.......... °_I _"I -:°121-:°I' _ -_! o_1 _I
I a-l_'

1_......... o_I Oo_ o_ -0._ t_ _o:_180 ......... 0041 --. 012

190[91.................. 0'21i014l,.0051[:0041--.029--'022 .:_ : 00_ :'_

I_ ......... 0121 AXtl2, ]0111
• ._,,_, .016 --,

1_4 ......... 0[6 :' I_[ .0047
195 ......... 02_ ........ 024 .00541 --'N196 ........ 029 .IX_31 ,_0 ,

.0037 .044

,,7........ _ _,._ :,_l -.o,o N_I
-.o13 :_ -'N

199 ........ i -. 0121 .0(_
--. 005......... - _:|[ :_ -:018/ ._8[

._,.... 0,, _1, :N' :_._1-.o_|
_2 ..... i (_i .,_._i [ o [oli .012i -. o_|

...... . .0,8.
2o_........ -. o='11 - -•oo3 : :o_
_o7 ........ _ .ooo[ . .olo

i '
I _,- -4 ° a-O"

--'_0(_0 a'O°'o_ 0.022--0.017 0.0045 '_9 ........ i i

[--0 019 0.00471 0.0031 0.[_41] --0.001i , , --0._,8,......... 0.o1,1o_,_ o_-oo= o_l oo3,il....... ] I

,82........ o,2-o,o +, Ol,-Ol, io iI I o-o. o-,.
!.83 ........ .015 .0044 --.004[ .OOi .00361 .OOl --.OO_I -OO301--.0ml .0101 ._o_71 -.OlS oo3 .oo_2 [

,8,........ -ooi,+ oi, o,7+ + 0+ 0.o,,i185 ........
0. 0039(18_ ......... OOO •018 .[_?A .00_I .032 ,o0_) .020 It I

|87 ........ [OO9 10ml -._ .0"_i .0_.'_I -.ooii .o'2oi .oo_9_ .OlO ,, : '

TABLE IV._INTERFERENCE DATA FOR DISCONNECTED COMBINATIONS

-0.0171 0.0_',51 0.oo6

-._2 .0078 .00,2
--.0L3

:m31 :oo70 .o37

_: .o• 0_2 --. 013

.,1., :_,_ ._'°m
--. 0191 .00741 .I)27
-. o15; . o_'_I .020
--. c@6t . 00,54,

.004 .00.5.31 --, I)|;|

.077[ 011.0_61

.or_l . oo_11 .o[1
• 02.51 . 00591 .0o,I

. .027

aI8 _

0.039 0.0054! 0.013
l

a.12 _

o.o4o,o.oo_1 o.ot|

I Int, erferenc_ on wing in pre_tnee o[ fu_latle Charaetm'lstle_ of fu_lal_ In pr_n_ of wing

Combi, I ,

nation " I I ' ' *

a_4 e aml2 ° a_0 _ _m4 ° _1_12 e

38
37

,l

,2

, _

75
76

gl

_2

-0.0_i -0._Oa 0._7 t-0.0_
,0_ -.00_

.0@6 .OOOt .00_ --.010--.018 --. 0[_t

--.(:@6 .0008 .007 .OOt

.OtO I .OOO_ I .00_ .013
.0000 .004 --. 013-_I• ,0003 I .1_ --.0111

.Otfl .OOl2 I .004 .gtl

.OOtOI .0_,i .024

.OO6 _ ._8:_o_! ._ -ou
-._°°4 ._, .oo6 -.ooi

!--0.0023 O. OO_ ; -0. 0"_

::_ :g-._
_-.N ._

"0_ .OlO-:_oi_ . -. o18

-. o(15-.oo_ .005

'_o_ -:o,9--. 002

_0011 0.O04

--. OO02 .005
.0007 ._3

--. 0013 .OO3

-. 0@44 .OO3
-. OOO| .002

-.0026 .002
-.0044 i .001

--.00_ .000

--.0031 .0_2

O. 015 O. 0061 O. 01_

.005003 'i --.OO7

._]_ .013--.0(_

:_ -._.015

1004 --.001
• _}1 --. 019

--.033

-°• 018
.OOI

--. 001 --. 016

0.0_I 0. Ol_l 0.0_

.oot "o_ :_,004 .
--. 0_1
-.ore :oo_ -:o_

+ !i-.o|3 -;o_
--.OO[ --'_--.005

--.007
--. 012 --.

._2 .00.39 i .024

--.OO2 _2 .010
--,0_ i --._,5

--. 021--.006

.008 ._7

-.°°2 ._ _-:-.0_-.._ : .g_
.0111 / --.0_--. 012

.0_ .00_ ._-._ .0057

-.OO8 .0073 --.025

--.012 .'0_020047 --'_0_9

oo, :_-:N
--,011

, . ,.
--.0'_ --'0_

011

-.oio :o_ .o_--.010 _._)_

-.ozs-'°m;o_ -:oi?
--. 0'27

-.o34 :_oo_ .o'_-._
-.o|oi . _,_--.015 I .DO21
--.017 i .OO4t --1020

0.00,

--•007
--.012

--. 001
--.OOg
--. 013

--. 018

--.gg

--. 013
--. 016

--. 016

.022 1 .0_8

.0_3 1 .OOlI

.0[1 .000?

.021 .OOt2
• O_l . OOl3
.042 .0014 l

--. 010 .0_02 '
.0_, .0010

.018 i .0013

.044 .0007

.068 .0003
-.02,11 -.0_
-.00_ .[_02

.004 .OO05

.017 . NIO.5
,[BO .000_

--.041 --.00_
--.080 .OO_
--.Ol8 i .000_

--.004 .0009

.00t0
--i .0OO[

: m7 -. omo

-._ .r_)_.04}03

iota -.ooo4
.0_2 -. 0013

.04¢ --.0027

--.016 I .0012
--.002 , .0003

.OIl . rJ_o0

.024 , --.C0)9

.00_

oo' -:o_.00_

.002
• oo_ -: o|,

.(_ -.oot

.(}07 ._._

._4 --.012
--. OOl.

.00_ '_'_

.0_ --.022

.OO_ --.010

.007 -'_0_

-._ :_
--. OO7

--.008 '_
--.Off/

-.oo4 :eAa
-:_ ._--. or2

--.0_4 .002
-. OO4 .016

--. 084 .030

--. 0087

--. 0002

. .017 --. 0061
--:(_ ._ --.0_4

-OOlOl:o_ -= o_--. OO[5 . --.011 --.0013

--.00[7 .OOL _ --.OO4 --.0026

-: oo'zl
--. £(Y21

:_ ._
::_ :_
::_ :_
::_ :N
-:oma .

--.0002 .1_
--. 0012 .00_

:_

:_2 :_
.o_7 ::_

_. -: _
.0_7 --.007. 7 --. OO7

:_ --.000

._l _ .0OO --.0040

-._ -._11-.0028
• ,-i00_ --.0_I

. Olt --.[_71

--.0095
--.011_

-:o._ .o_
. --,_07

• 010 --. OO28

.023 --'0_

-oN :_i--. .g_l_9

-._ .0'_2

• _3
-. 013 . _1_

• _4 .01_ i

i_ . 0161.0131
-_oi_ .oils

.oo2 .o174

.o12 .0151

.D_O .Otlol

.OOl

.002,

,01)2

. OOi
.001
.0_

.002

.002
.OOl
.OOO

.O_J

.IX)3

.002
•IX}!
•001

.0_
•001
•001

.OOl
,002
.OOl I

.002

.0021

.0_

.0_I
--. 007

--.004 i
--.014 '
--. 014

--.011
--.009

=.N

--. 007

1012

g
: OO2

-._

-.1_4
--.012

N

--i 010

--. 017

--,026
--.OOl
--.004

--, OIMI
--. 012

• 00_2
• 0040

:oo48
• OOO5
.OOOl

:o_

:oo._
• 00_1

:oo73
--. 0107

. O042

.0042

• 0049
.OO_3

--.0"28
--. (]_.5

.015
--. OOl
--. 017

--.035
.027
•016

.0_
--. 017

--.029
--.0_3

.014

--. OOI
--. 018
--. 034

--. 042
.013

--.006

--.022
--. 0_7

--.0_
.OO7

--, 01.
--.02_

.020
,003

--. O13

--.025
--. 027

.010

.OO|
--.015

I I ()_

.0_

--[012

-._

--. 010

--. 013
--. 015
--. 015

_'_

--i011

--.017
--. 017

.011

.001
--.04]6
--. 0t2

='gg
--iN
='gg

-: o54
--.011
--. 020

0._ 0 0. t_4

:_ .m..01l

.(_05
:oon _ .ore
.0_8 ! .013

.OtlO --.00_

• 0[37 --. 021

:oO'+l :o18
OO9O .OOl

10114 --.017

.0040 ._j_

. _1
• 0121

0+• OllO
.01:_
.o|¢_-:_
o18_ -:_
"_0_ 7 .029

i_ .018
• _77 .000

.OLO_ --.018

•0012 .
.00_ +0ll
.0053 --.009

--. Ol tO . L_O

=:oo_ .ml.0i8

--. 0160 .0_4
--. 0139 ,021

--. 0101 .010

--. 0128 .029
-- 0109 .021

--.0082 _._-. _9 .
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TABLE IV._INTERFERENCE DATA FOR DISCONNECTED COMBINATIONS---Continued

Combi-
nation

Interference on wing in prmenoe of fuselage

i j:#c ' i8Cz. 5Co, _ _¢/*i ,$Cz, _Co I aC'¢/t 6Cc :#Co, :#C.,/,

a.0 ° a=4 o a.12 °

86 0.037 !--O.0018 --0.
87 --.0_ ,OOO8

0.O42 -o. 00Ol
,0049--'N

_11114 .
.017 .001q

•0005

]0072

88 _ --.COO 0004 --•005

89 ! .CO4 _00_1 --.00500 I o15 -] -.004

91 i .020 --:0009 --.003
92 : --.021 .0012 --.003
03 ! -- 0 1 .0007 --.003
94 i .o00 0004 --.003
05! o_ -:_02 -.003
_t .ot_ -.ooo7 -._
97 --.044 .0007

--00_

os,-.o32 .cou =:_99 I --.018 .0013 .
1o0 I - 003 .0010 000
tOli .010 .0002 I

1o21 -=:
to3t-. _ ' -:oo8
104. . OO9lO51.0241-: l
100/ ._7 ! -.0011p-.002
lO71 .o4ol -.0019/ -.001
108 [ .018 / .00051001 .o_, .00oo] -:005
11o i .o41 [ -.0000 -.oo4

111, -NI -N[112 t ,o_ I
XlZ_ -.008 I Z:o001 -:004
114i .o00[ .00Oli .00.11
118 .ot9 [ .00o7 I .00_ I

118 "N[117 .044
uo -.OlOl i_7_-:_t
z=o -.o00 ] oo001 ! -.004 i
121 .003 ] -.00o1 I -.004 I
1",", .ovz I -.0007 | -.004 [
123 .018 _ --.CO14 | --.002 /

124 -.o14_ ._ __2s .00oF
12. . o1_ / :001o

lS"z .001_ .00o7 _:c(5.=128 .Odkl/ .0002
180 --.Old [ .OOLO ,
131 .030 0004 005=

-:
i_ .o41_ -:OOll -'.002

/

CharacterLstim of fuselage in presence of wing

j
C,. [ C% C,_ C_ C% : C,,:, Ct Co,. [ c.._

lf_ -0._3 ' 0AI)li
1_ .011 .0013
till .ff17 i .0012
102 ._1 .0_
1_ ._ I .00_
107 .002 i _.00_
1_ .015 --. 0014
1_ .0T'/ --. 0023
170 .009 --.0_2
171 .002 --.00_

_io o

.029
-. OZI

--. 031

-.gg
]012

]017
• 080
• 041
•Od2
• 027,

.g
:N
":N
.015

.:o17

..001
.011
• 019
.030

gl
]011
• 028
.040

]015

N

I
-o. _4 I o. 041

:._ -.o32--. 025

--.005 , .011

--. 038

.0008 --.007 --'_.
--. 007

._1 2_ .ot_sl 2._•OOfiO

.0030 . -.oto .Oleo .

.0021 i --.005 .024 .01_ I --•00_

.0045 I --.007 •002 .0171 r --.010
• 018•0029 .0140

.0018:'_
OO9

.o2o .01111-100o
--. 0003 --2 003 , .042 .0075 --. 004

--.003 i
• 0o32 -. 002N--. 007 • 013"2 --. 007

--. 006 _040

I.052 . _Y0,_ --. 004

-:o_ " :_ .00tsr -._--.002_ I --•001=:oo15 -:_ ._o ._

-.00_ ._ =0041 "00_ -'_
-.o_ .OOll -.OOl

2"o_ '0_ -.or2 -. 00= _-. 002-.o001 j --.002
.O2O8 _ --._

'o_ ::_ -:_ .otr_ l-._:oo27 .o15].ore,-.oo7

_001_001- '005
-'o_ 004 :o151 -.0037 -.001

i_O._ :oo3 .032 -.00_ -.O02--.024 .0182 --.009

:'_o_00,.o17
-.oo7 .oto_ -._

:001 i:o00 .oos .o1_ -.oo7
.010_ --.006

_'_• :_ ,_1 .o_ -._

-o.o2o.01 I-.®8 .0,1 .oo32
_001•012_ --. 005 --. 003 .0037

.0098 --.005 -.008 .0050
--. 014 .0073

_]_ '00_
-. 003 .

,004.5
.0034
•0039

--,012
-.o2o :oo78
--. 002 .004,';

-.005 :_

.0049
•0051
.0081
.010.5
•0194
• 0187
• 0187
• 0127
.0218
•0187
.0187
• 0194
•0207
•0230

:ore

:ore

-'001 i •OlO .cos-t! -.oo4
--.002 i ........ _......... ' ........

-' co:__...............I :'6i6"
-.co3 ]::::::::1::2:::::2 :::::::2
-.003!...........................007
-. 00_ ...... .OlS
-. 00_,,-. o_0 .o_ .00s i

.02"2oI - OlO -.co_

.0204 --.00_ --.00_

--. 007
-.014
--. 02,4
--•00_
--.006
--.OO7 i
--. 012
--. 019

.005

.004
.001

--.002
--. o10
-.001
-.004
-. 005
-.009
--. 015 ,

.011 ;

.002
--. 007
--. 018 i
--. 03_

.007
--.011--. 002

-- 0_

--] 034

=.0 o e_m8 o a_--4 )

)
0. 0.001 '-o.0013 -0.001 0.001 '--0.0013 --0.002 0.004 0.002_.

•017 --.0000 --.002 .017 --•0_19 --.004 --.001 .0024
--1001 ._2 --.0080 --.001 .000 --.00_1 -.004 --.006 .00_2
--.001 .045 I --.0040 --.00"_' .041 --.0003 --.004 --.013 .00fl3

.001 .007 [ --.0050 --.002 .Ot_ --.0100 -.005 --.07.4 .0001
--.OLO .009 .0O.38 --.010 .00_ ' .0172 --.0t0 --.005 .00_
--.000 .022 .0018 _ .019 .0138 --.008 --.000 .OOf12
--.000 .005 ._ff2 ----'Utm .000 ,OlOt --.006 --.012 .0078

--.0/_ .044 --.0020 _:006.007 •041e .OOf13 --.001 --.018 .0105
--.000 .0_8 --.0043 ._2 I .0032 --.003 --.029 .0146

-0. 031 -o. 025

• 018 --.002
-.00t -.OO5
--, 018 i --. 009
-.0_ ! -.011
-.034 -.017

.017 --. 0()1

•co1 E:--.015
--.026 . --.009
--.031 r --.013

.020 I __•003004 --.001t .029 .005

.017 ] --. 0016 .021 --. 006.00o -:_ -.oot_ -.OLO
--.010 --.013 --,010 --,022
-o2_ r -.oto :oo17 -oz_ -.o2_
-.o2_ I -.o24 4 .oo_o -.ozo-.o3_

.018 / -- 007 / .0012 : :C27_ --.013.COl ' --.011 .0021 --.022
--. 014 ! -- Olfl , , CO3d --. 031
--.027 --,017 I .0058 --:010 --.035
--. 033 --. 026 [ .0092 i --. 028 --. 042

.022 --.009 , .0028 .034 --.017

.005 I --.013 I .0041 / .019 --.0_q
-- _;l;1 --. 016 . (_)_;2 ,00:1 --. 034

--. 0150
--. 0158
--. 0152
--. 0132
--. 0105
--. 0065
--. 0103
--. 0081
--. 0046 ,015
--. b'_108 .00t

.0042 --.014
-. 0052 ,052
-. t_23 .042

.0015 .O29

I

a-4* a-l_

0•OO72 [--O.028 --0.039 :--0 {}O.)4 --0.018
[ •0221 -.oot -. 01o1 .0L__d _

._')2 j .009 : .009 -.001Y2 .020

.0013 --.008 -,016 l --.0073 .009

.00.'29 --.021 I -.021 ! --.0(146 -.002

.0054 ; --.030 ] --.026 --.CO10 --.018

.0004 _ .024 ............. --.- .........
• _)5 ; .Oil ..........................

.0015 i --.OOd .......................

.002_ --,017 .......,..................
• 0048 ] -. o29 ...........................

•019
• O:YO
•o13
.002

--.011
-. 024

• 036
•0_6

--. _'2!i --. tll_ ,0055 --. '_i : -- (!37 . (X)57 . OL5
--.035 --.025 .OL20 --.024 --,041 I .0112 .002

.02_ 1 ,0229 .0'."7-'N -N ..12,0203 --.CO2 .000 I .0219 .017
--:024 --: .0208 --.014 --.006 ' .0219 ,004

--. 031 --.009.0218 .0230:'N N -o12
--:010 .0241 --.044 --.015 ] .0253 -.o23

:024 --.007 .01d0 .o32 -.Ola I .00_ ,,,t_o
.018 .CO73 ,031

--'N --.011 ,0100 'N --.021
--.014 .0170 .019--. 027 .OO95

--.032 .0121 .OOfl

-:Ol0 --.Old :_ -':o2o -.o_ .o154 -.co_--. 02,5 --. 019
. 0L7 •081 ,0157 .03_

.004

__i{_ .'0IS00d :0_ *t_ :_ .'026012--. 008 --, 010 .-.o14 _ -.o2_-.00si - 00d
-:044 -.02:# :_ -•0_ -.013 I :01_ -.o22.Ol, .OlO __. .o= .o171-._>. .o3_

.003 -.001 :oo44 .or2 .004' _x_ o_"
-.002 -.o131 -:oo21-.OLO-.ou 00.z o,o

-.021 -010 :00_ -.015 -022 .0_5 ._
--. 032 --. 030 .0111 --. 026 --: 03"2 .0049 --. 009

i aiOO a_8 °

O.000 -_004
--.012 -,o_
--.0_ --.000
--.003 --.014
--•033 --._

.000 --.011
-.Ol1 --.0L5
--.022 --.017
--.027 --.0_
--.031 --.031

O.OO4,6
,0052
.0066
• 0087
• O121
.00|4
.00_
.0052
.0_
•0126

°:_o_
i --.020

--. C_5
• 014

--.004
--. Ol 8
--.006

I --.028

--0.010
I --. 0L4

--.017
--.017
--.021
--.022
--.0_
--. 032
--. 037
--.041

I 0.oo56 i o.oo._
, ,0072 .017

.00_ ! -.11Ol

.0120 --.018
• 0152 --. 033

--0105 .024
--.0075 .014
--.C_8 .o00

.0004 --. 015

.0026 i -.1_

I
181 -0. 028 --O. 0013 0. 007
182 --. 018 .0001 .010 !
183 --.00_ .0015 .011
184 .OU .0O.27 .013
188 ,00_ .0015 --. 011
].89 .018 .0001 --. 010
190 .02S --. 0013 --. 007
101 .040 --. 0001 --, 004 I
192 .00_ ._C3 .003
193 .012 .0_ .000
194 .019 .00_ .0_.
108 .033 .0003 .0_3
100 .042 .0001 .00_
100 --.019 .0007 --.000

_) --.012 .0005 --.00_--.0_ .0000 --.000
201 .011 .0000 --. 0_
202 .O.'_ --.0007 --.004

-o. o24
-. 013
--. 001

•012
•014
.0'2A
.038
.0_0
.002
•014
.0'2O
• 030
• 040

--.092
--. 011

.000
•013
.02_

am4 °

--0. OOt2 0.006 I
--. 0037 ,008
--.0003 .008
--. O(BO .010

.008_ --.012

.00_ --.009

.0_7 --.007

.0010 --.000
--.0007 •003
--. 0013 ,002
--. 0017 .o00

-o_i •_• •00_
.o_9 ; -.OO3

:_,___!-. 00|---•OO1
•0019 --. 001

.0007 [ --•001

-0. o91
-.008

.0_
•018

a- 12a

O.00_
.00_
.000
.¢dl_

=.0 o ram4o a.12 °

.0m

.021

.048

.004
• 014
.0°,5
.029
. O'g/"

-. 02#,
--, 016
--.00%
.0_8
.022

--O.0047
--.{_
--. 0002
--. 0004

.O259

.0197
• 0154
.000d

--, 0018

--. 0044
--. 0037

.0139

.0123
•0198
.0000
.0004

--. 014
--. 011
--.0_

.0_

.004

.000

.002

.000
--.00_

--.002
.000

--. 001

0.014 0.0064 0.015
.012 ,0_7 .002
.008 .0023 --.Old
.004 ,0017 --.029

--.008 .0023 .015
--. 012 .00_7 --. OO2
--.014 .0004 --.015
--. 019 .0082 --. 02_

.001 .0040 .015

.00o .0007 --,001
--.000 .0040 --.019
--.O07 .o001 --.033
--. 014 . 007"2 --. 057
.00_ .oo4o ,019
.000 .0_17 .001

-.00_ .o_o -.N--.007 .1_1 .
--.015 .0(O --.034

0.007 I 0,0_7
.000 .007'0
.002 .00@9

--. 002 .0067
--.018 --. 0004

I --. 019 --, 0015
--. O.24 .00L4
--•027 .0045

.002 .0060
--•003 .00_8
--A)04 .0001
--._ .0071
-. 010 .0_7

.003 .0018
! -.002 .0013

--. 005 .0019
--.007 •0028
--.014 .0O.51

0.O'2O -o._ 0.0102.Off/ .0100
--.007 --:012 .0112
--.025 --.015 .012_

.021 N ! --'0194._ 2 -. o182
-._ - o_o -.otto

--.04_ _--. 020 -. 0070
,024 OO9 .0074

, .0L1 ig .0071--.005 -- .0075
--.023 -- 007 i •0056
--•Oa8 --.007 00_

.0'2O .00S_ -1OO42

.014 -.00a, _:.o_--.004 --.01L _ .
--.020 --.014 1
-.(m -,OlS ::_00_u

0.O20
.0"2O

--.007
.019
•013
.004

--.007
•0,34
•O_
•017
.003

--.013
.0{tl
.030
.022
.00ft

--,0t2
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TABLE V.--PRINCIPAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS

Diagrams representing combination!' Remarks

V.r..-
F hal ! ca.[.

die

Rectangular N. A.. C. A. 0012 airfoil with round fuselage

Wing
Set °

t_

: i ....
i Wing alone ............ ii.... _ ...... i - - -

Lift-

curve

slope

(per
degree

[ ii !Aerody-

SeP_n .(:_ llnamic

eieneYfactor (:'l opt 1,positioQCenter

[ [ :

i Lift cc-[ 2CL : 2CL t
efficient _" q°*

effec- effec-
C,. /at inter'l tire t rive /

! [eren¢_ I R N _ R N" =

Z

10 t

I ............ 0.61 ' 0

0

o5 J 0

i

o !o

--. 25 0

{-!

0.077 0.85 O.t_O ' .00 0.01U

. (),'_3

• 079 '

• 079 ,
• 079

0 _ .0_0

.080

8 : .O80

.$5 ! .0111 .C_)

.85 I .0121 -. 02

.85 i .v112 .00

.85', .0121 .02

• _5 ' .0110 . 02

.85 •0115 fl[_q.55 .Ol10 -i

.85 .0123 .1_

i

.85 ! .0123 --.0_

.85 I' .0115 .00

.85 J .0123 06

•012

.fll9

• 025
• 019

.005

.040
•035

I}34

• O48

• 054
048

O. e&_} "1.5 _1,54 ¢1.39

i

.t)_ ! el.O bl.24 _I.21

•0100 i 31, 1 ; bJ. 2_ bl. 2_
i ai.2

°° ,1.o
-iola et. 2 ii_ / ".

.02_ ] B _ bl.'_) bl. 14 '

.000 I BI, O hi.20 i°1.14 i
--,029 i I_l.I hi. 19 bl.21

_l. 18

• I

14(__ I 14 ................ t) O_ 0 ff81 90 i .(1110 60 .032 003 1 ,,.1 2 _ _ _1

I ] t

_5_ , 15 0 . ' 0 081 _O [I O0 034 .003 1.3 .30 ., ..................... I , J • - .

is/'lsm-'-'--'__ [.... I_ ........................ o .2_ --o ' .oso ._ --.o12_ --!-._l --'°'_ --!'.oo! __.,,].._ :--[_I,L,_9 I! bL_

I t j I L ' 1 I
17 r 18 l | .27 --4 )79 85 ,0127 -.02 .037 l .021 _......................

_IC:__' 0 _ . _ _ l { .28 0 . 79 85 0122 --.05 . ).'_S .00_ I x 5 .1 52/ el.38
20 | | .27 4 ,079 ._5 .0117 --.03 ! .02_ --,005 al. 5 e1.56 el._8

I 21 J [ .26, $ .080 .85 .0122 .051 .019 --.018 AI. 5 el. 55 ,1.38 I

I.......... I_ _--!----: --] .... [ :t..-2............... 0 •3,0 •10 .5!o15,oI I
! ' i : ! il

24 i" ..... I o _, _o ol .07_I ,sol .01_3l .321 .o_i-._i ,,|.el _1.571 ,Ls7 1

28 _ ,_ m_ _ --4 [ .075 ' _._5 .0138 : .112 [ .042 ] .021 ............... ] el.3fl :

27 ] ............ I 0 i .071 _.86 .0132 . [9 .067 --.(_3 [........ eI.55 el. 36 i

I............ I .....
io_ 29 } ........ 0 .44 I_ 0 [ .075 s, 85 0124 13 _ 042 i .005 ............. ¢1.37 {
30 I 30 / [ 4 t .075 I s._l 0124 13 040 I --•011 I........ q.54 ,1.35 i

_,__._ 32 , I -o 075 :s5] :o12_/ '._,! :0. :_, :::::::::::::::_[;i:_
:_s ,_ ........................ i o [ '_['; 4/ .o751 ,._) .o12_ .I',I .o*.-oi-.o121 ........ I '1-._I ...... I

__ 34 " I) 8 _ 075 .90 0138 ' ,22 I 020 J -- 02.5 ) ....... : el.57 ] '1.34
35 ] / 12 ! 070 I _ 95 .0152 35 .004 --.03,,3 ........ ei.59 ...... i

...... I -- ---_-- ---!----i --i .... l
3_ [ -4 .075 . .85 .0117 .03 .033 .G23 ....... [ ...... (0

9,,,- 37 i H 0 .075 _,._ .011_ .0_ I .0._ I .one, I ....... : ........ I +1.39

36 - i _. ....................... i 0 . _ ._ 4 075 s _} 0119 14 035 I -- 012 / .... el 81 el 39 ]

4(1 ! _ 12 1078 l _105 ' 0138 i 29 005 -- 031 ........ ,1.52 oi. 4] !

41' ! I" --4 .075 I ._ 0113 05 .046 .018 ........ { ......... 1.38 !
42 '_ I 0 [ ,075 ,85 1.0lll .11 1 .046 ] .(_)1 [ ...... : ........ ]e 1.35

] 43 ,_................ 0 fl_ _ 4! .075[ s,901 .018 8 042/--015[ ....... e1.52 *1._4 :

1 45 [ 12 .075 _._o .o130 .37 .o_ i -.o33 ........ , oi.51 .t. 37

i 46 _ [ -8 .075 .so 03_ -(_i 012 030........ l........ ,t.3o I

4_,...--.-.,-,_,,__7 I i I -__ .075 ,.s5 .o3':, -_ 02, ooo....... i....... Io13525 5.t 4/ 0 i 075 ._, _ .0129 .01 03] .006 ................. .1.32
49 _.......................... i/ 4 I •075 .85 .0128 .08 .025 --.012 ........ ; e 1.52 e 1.32 '

51_ i { (I 12., o07S .90 .014_ .]5 --.0(_ ] --.030 ......... 1.52 " t._i

, Letters refer to typ_s of drag curves associated with the interfereBce burble. See footnote 1, p. 84.

Lel;ters refer to eondltion at t_,ximum lift as follows: • Rea_mnably steady at Ct, ; _ small loss of lift beyond C_, ; ' large lose of lift beyond CL,,: and uncertain

value Of C'£= .

Poor agreement in high-speed range.
Poor aliP'eement over whole r'_ge.
POOP agreemen¢ in high-lift range.
Rapid increase In drag preceding definite breakdown.
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TABLE V._PRINCIPAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS---Continued
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TABLE V.--PRINCIPAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS--Continued

' L/ft-i i i , J i I

,' l,iF,,:. :, ' q......o, _,..... ,erod.i ' ' ....._'. '_'iemcientl if'°" ! eff_e:" I
' , ! namic i i " e ec- _ -

"_ : p(x,:. P '1 Wing Slnl_ effl- ('t,, '"i ("°'+ t lnter-I It,
I)iag ....... pre_ntingmmbino, tionl _ ' R ...... ks t : _.,,,. I t_ntg>- iper ! _iency (,enter ('=) I_= R. Ne=I

, Irma ilionzdegr++.i%,or If;,g_Id.
..,..o: i i I. I ",+ :_ i i '

iRectangular N+ A C. A. I;012 airfoil with round fuselne'e

I
i I

108 1
t o _.._ _ ,1C4)I I(I _ ................ --0 75

112_ tit
i12

1 t3 Un¢o;,, led engine_ _ +

',_3 _ 114 ..... !tO.......

,+++_ ,l, .....d................. I"t let ..... do ...............
1 117 ..... do ............

IIS_ li8 Uneowled engille . -

m,_rr.: [
I I - | ' , 07+; _ O.m.'+

-0. 50 ,i I .076 , _5

12 : •077 *.',5 ;

L , +7", ._ I

- 54 i,) ( ! .uv_ .....

• .075 .....
] 2 • (176 ..... i

O 0 [ .07_J I .80
I

I - --I

0.1)lLN I _O. 4P.;

• (112_'_ , --• I)3
• _)132 .03

.0142 i . I0

.0l_ I .l_

• 0272 .06

• n;_e,h . 25

. PI271 :i3

. {12N7 , t5

• (12`'r_ . L_)

I
0.0._:l 0.01._ I ........ : _ t

• 063 -- IW)2 i ............ I " I, 29

.(WI5 ill9 .... ," 1.511 ci.32 '
• ()_) i);'H .......... ! _ I. 39

.(Vii 040 ....... , e 1.17 "1.2N

.024 .1:08 B 0. 5 _ 1.4_ .......

• 033 --. 02"0 . • . i .......
.4)L_ --.I)A4

.OlO -- l)-_4 B. 7 ! el. tI .....
i

.041 .000 "1.1t hi. 19 it' 1. It

I
119 Umeowledengioe_ . ; --_. .075 .75 .(12B8 + -- ') .0:_| .OLd) .............. +1.36 i

,(I:H tWW4 ...............• tIL_t_

121 .... do .................. rl --.54 r 4 ] . L3 ._0 .0272 i --(Wi .tt:¢4 --.()_$ ........ _ o1._ +1.35

122 ..... do ............... g I .07(+ .s0 .0L_0 i .1}3 .025 i -.027 ........ _ 1.55 [ +1.32" L_ I _ lo .......... [ 12 i .07_ ; _3 .0_,4 I . Ui

:d! ,_) ...... '....... " --= :_ ,,:,l, ,,.+ +, ++, +
' (',,'.,.'led engine .......... [ -_ . +: _. .015.', I --'.t_02 ..........I)150 .033 ! ,tW)2 _ __ ; +1.54 1 e1.37

_4_ ,_ .,+]o.............. , ! :-,.,, , ,+÷ ,:.,., t ........ +-.013 i-- - i + 1.55+ 1)31• I)155

i=.,+, :.::do::qZ :5 . )) l _2 .,To .... ulso t .43 .._', - t)m) i - , +].:"+ +---
-I....... i --i ....

;__ I i ___ [--- !__i

.... do ........ i " 1 077 +.75 .Uh'+W) j --.I)5 .(_13 i --.It02 [ ..... +_ <l. Lt,_ I,+ .... _:, .+.0,.,o.,+.+,-0.+,_,,+,,+i;_:l , , ........... : I _. [ 77 _. S5 . O!7t) I . t:¢ ! .02.5 i -' ":)_ ',..... !....... i + ). 40

' t34 .... do ............ 'I ;l ]2 .077 ....... t,191) I .27 .t)24 --.1134 i ...... [ +I..5_ I _1.39 1

I,.5 (Sl_l:lol+_)e°flt]ptpsla. t rtldius t l) i' i 0 .081 .,+ .Oil2 .00 •037 .01]0 B l.O I ' |.2l I,,.14

' " " + t + , +___t____ i

--, +,_-- --+ .... + --*---l--+ .... _ ,, ,,++ ;,,._ Large con taut ratllt! _ ) 0 I D_'_I )+5 0 4 _ k D34 000 1.0 • ,2 " lg

13 _ .... IO.12e fillels. J i ' I ' " i l

........... :.... i........ '

_+_. _ 1:|7 Tal)ered fi ....... ) ' 0 ' .(" ._-_ . Oll._ .('| .o:g) .('_ I' [.(I "I._+' i . I. +'-_ i

I _ + ! _--I -'-I .... + !--
i fTapered fi lets un- _ , 15 I_0 I. I • 1.20 • l+ 18

I'e4 (} () 0 080 _t 02,56
"+" i .+ w ed engine, J I [ " ' ' • t ; ! [

__I__ - I+----!............. ,--_

fTapered fillets; cowled / I I_0 1)39 .000 ,_ 5 c 50 el 32

i

I39 0 } 0

../_engine, t' i I " " ' 1 ' i
_( fWash_ ,,out phm-rorm _, ) 0 0 _ 90 01_ 00 0()7 _2 e 1.0 • 1. _ • 1.24

140_... 4'_=----_ .........-.__ "" t fillets (2.29¢ radius), l t " " '

111 1 _ t r Bight i)lan-forra fillet _ 0 0 0 086 ,!_0 .01_0 .IEI .009

141_ ___[ "" ................... --,-- _ '_- ...........

, _ __1__ _ ___1 ...... /----i,+,++,++,...... .+o.,/++.o+++++.o
_°_ t i.... 1....... !..... _.......

l-,_l+t+ro*lfil,et.....io .+t o .+I .++'.O,:l, .+ .+I-.+ _,.o .t.o, .t., I

Letters refer to types of drag curves as+on ated w th the ntorferenee burble. Se, e footnote l, p. 34.
Letter_ rater to condition at maximum lift as follows: • Reasonably steady at CL ; _ small loss of lift beyond C_, ; = large lc_ of lift beyond Co= and uncer-

tain value of CL •

Poor agreement over whole range.
• Poor agreement in high-lift range.
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TABLE V.--PRINCIPAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTIC_

tud_ -1 . Wln4Ion i- Vectl-

nal [ co J, i set-
posl.post-J ,,_ I tmg

tton ":_" i.

d/c _/cJ
Diagrams ! _

representing comhination i Remarks

Rectangular N. A. C, A, 0012 airfoil with round fuselage

[Large tapered D¢0rcq

fillets el- I
145 _ tended to L. E. of sir- 0 0.40

foil. L

146 "t"I Same ascombination 143. 0 -. 40 ,

1_7 Same as combimition144. 0 -.40

148 Same as cembination 145. : 0 -.40

__ .!
I

Thin connecting plate li

149 (o.o13e by 0.4(k') 0.15_ _. 0 .54
bsckofL, E. ofairfod. ',/

J

Moderately thick con-H
)_ necting strut (N. A. !( gA
"_ C.A. 0012 section with | _

! i 0.85¢ chord)_- .'J .__

i IThick connecting strut

tSl { (N.A.C.A. 0025sec-j_

| tion with 0.85c chord). J

I| Same as combination 151
152 { but with strut in for- 54

[ ward position.

--o

-;'_.-2.'
O[ -.54

!----/
Same as combination 151. ' 0 --.54

Same as combivation 152. 0 --. 54

Same as combination 153.

i48_

149_

151 (__

1   ZZ22>

"_ I'( but with small fillets.

[m

154 _ 154 ] Same as combination 149.

1
155 _ t55 I Same as combination 150.

lSg_ 156

157_ 157

158_ 158

.0?8 I ._,0

.080 .85

.080 .85

• 0_ .85

• 85.076

• 074 .85

.070 .85

•076 I. 85

• 077, .85

0 .078 .85

0 .07t t ,65

.078 _.70

Rectangular N, A. C. A. 4412 airfoil with round fuaslage

0 .078

COM BINATIONS_Continued

I 1 /_0rl

wt_z.lo................ [....... I............. 9O• 076

.0128 .02

.0131 --.08

• 0129 --. 08 I .021

.0130 .(k_ .036

.0142 .07 .0,i7

__ i

.0140 .(_ .036

.0143 .05 .044

• 0134 --08 .036

.0130 --.0-5 .036

• 0142 --. 07 .047

• 0140 --.{}it .03_

-.05 .044

_ _ _ _i

J

.o75 I (.9o I .ot27

.o78 I ........ I .Ol4O

, .on I ........ [ .0l_O

164 0 --.04 -zs4 -- 7"--- { .o_l ._o .Ol_
.........................

t Letters refer to types of drag curves associated with the interference burble. See footnote I, p. 34.

Letters refer to condition at maximum lift as follov_: • Reasonably steady at C£ ,; _ small Ices of lift beyond

lain value of CZ, •

Poor agreement In high-lift range.
Rapid increase in drag preceading definite breakdown.

Cz, u; * large Io_ of llftb_yond C_, _.. and uncer-
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TABLE V.--PRINCIPAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS---Continuec

! Lift-

._ LOntud_.- V_a_i" Wing curveslops Sense.

Diagran_ repn_onting combination "_ I Remarks I t_ I p0oi* [ _i_: I d(_,._-,I eiency I C ..... I
= _ I _"" I tion i s i =_,_,l factor h i

I tion [ i. o_ !,o1_/°, ;,.R.- ' I I

R_a_gular N. A, C. A. 4412 airfoil with round fu_lage

-- J
1_7 16r_l, I ] '1[ -4/ o.o7_/ o.as!o.om] o.o_
o _ 158 'I I I !! 0 | .076 1 5.90 ] .0144 II

to¢_ Lo_!i......................... oi-o.._ _ .o76/ ,.9ol .o,47/
171 _ .... tTO IJ I [ 8 / 076 ' _ 90 0158 '

171 , 12 ._7'. ....... 1 .0t77'
I t

172_ 172 . Cowled engine ......... ', 0 ' --.04 0 .l_l _ .90 i .0154

173_ ..........................o oI i
!

7sE][_[_> i75 Cowledeugln............ i o -._ o o_s ........ ! .ot_
..... I..... L --

/ Inverted tapered fl eta / I
176( _ _ 176 , (large radius front to I_ 0 / --.30 / 0 ] .(_0 I .90 I .0t37

__ __i small radius rear) ...... !J_____¢ / I I __

.._ 1-. i Straight fillets (Iarg .... F_ nt _./ n] _. _l ....

' TaPered [3[]e_ (small re- I) i I i

78_..._ .__ _ 1.78 : dlt_ front tolarge ra- _ 0 --.30 0 ._l .90 .01¢3

__L .,_ cear,.............. LL---I__I !

.20

.33

.40

I

--.-_--

.09

.12

- - Lift eo-i ,_C,_ ' :CL

] at lOt_r I e_e- I effeo-CI
o+l center C. 0 i . "t ttve I tire

position _/R..'¢.- I R.N.-

o._ -o._ ................ I._._
.o_o_--.L20/ ........ I "l. f15 ',1,57
.015 --.124 ......... ! ...... i • 1.56 ,

,001_ -- 12_ 00.9 • 1.60 _ • 1.55

.041 --.099 "*' I7 "1.76 ' _1.50

I

• 039 --. 104 C . 5 ! • I, 7rl i _ I. A9

i

i

• 063 --. 100 C . t b l. 65 _ 1.52

.05,3 --,106 C.3 "1.70 bL58

I i

2[ .Oll -- [_7 _!!:; _1 5'_ 'I 17

.20 .033 --.I01 BI.5 t161 i.l.5t

..... I i

,= -.lO  1.o
i 1 1

.14 .0261-.o_5 *t.6 I bl._lhl,N)

! ! i

.23 _ --.100 Xl T/ bl.78 i_1.8_

._ .001t

._a61 -6'2_I ........ i "1. SQ' L30i .0,121 .0o_i........I ot._o:_l.3[

.040 I --.0651 ........ ' _1.52 _1.30

118 .022 i --.017 '. ..... * 1.54 :_1.33

.02 .039i ,008 i _I. 6 "1._2 _1.36

.00 .040 .[_}0 I "1"5 i iel. 52 t. 25 !

! J

-.02 .o_ -._ ..9 i .t._a:.L1, I
]

-.t8 .o_ .oo_ ........ I'L-- _X._ i
-.t5 .o_1-.oo9 ........ I o1._ bL_ r
--03 .036 1 --.0_ [ ........ I ol.44 b].22

:0,5 .030 i --.03(I [ ........ I ,1.,i2 bl. 19 I

i

i 179_[__[_ '_['t engl ................. J .... I _: ........

t$O ifTape_d fillets cowled I_, n 30 n aa 2 I a_ ' ....nttu I

Tapered N. A. C, A. O018_g airfoilwith round fuselage I]

Wing alone .................................. 077 .90 .0093

181 ! [ --4 .075 I '.IN) .0136

1

I L82 i( I . I u IJ o I .o75 I *._ .0132 I
I__ i [_ i[....................... I " '- I _, o°_i _o_o°l_,

i I
[ 185 .......................... i 0 22 0 079 90 0124

t_ I..........................i olo ! o .o_, ._ .0,_I

18V_ 187 ........................ ! o -.2_ o ,o_ .as .01.

:o,z_]
I_ i ......................... "i -'_ll 41 .07_ .8s .0]_I
19; if i I! 8 .07"s 8,_ 0144i

I , I _ r ' '

t Letters refer to types of drag cm'ves associated with the interference burble. Sas footnote I. p. 34.

s Letters refer to condition at maximum liftas follows: • Keaaonably steady at C_ _=; bsmaif loss of liftbeyond C_..=; • large loss of liftbeyond C_ and uncertain

value of CL....

Poor agreement over whole range.
Poor agreement in high-lift rlmge.
Rapid tncceatm in drag preceding definite breakdown.
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TABLE V.--PRINCIPAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS--Continued

Diagrams representing combination ROlll_lrk_
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t L_tO_ refer Co typ_ of dr_g curvos associated with the [ntorfe_nce burble as follows:

c, cl c_
Type A Type B Type C

* I'.ett._r8 r_ffet to Oond.itioa at maximu.m lift as follows: • Reasonably steady at C_,_,; _ small loss of lift beyond CI._,,; " larle loss of lift beyond Co,, and uncertain

v_lu_ of 0_,,_.

t Poor agre_tnent over w'hole range.
?oor atlz_menl ia hlgh-lif_ ranl_.

Rapid inerlm_ in _ pr_:lial definite breakdown.
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FIc,_'RI 24.--Combination 72 (_)mbinatlon .04 Inverled) showing poor juncture4

:it lhe wing r(_)ts.

FIGt;l_: 25.--Combinations showing round fuselage _vilh cowled and uncowled

engines.

FrouRZ _.--Combination 140 (combination 142 inverted) showing curved

plan-form fillet&

-- I

[1_jm

FIGURE 27.--ContbinaCion 1t6 (onmbinatIon 143 inverted) showing small tapsred

fillets.

FIOITRz 2_.--colnbination lt7 ((.,)m'binatlon 144 inverted) showing large tapered

fillets.

FIOURZ 29.--Combination 148 (combination _.45 lnverte4) showing large tapered

fillets extended to the leading edge of tho wing.
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Fiovsz 30,--Comb/nations 152 and 153 (oomb/nat/ous I_7 snd 158 inverted) show-

ing the thick conn_ting strut In the forward posit/on with and without flnst&

F_uaz 31.--Comb_t_n 17S ahowi_ the N. A. C. A. 4412 akioil in a low-wi_

portion.

FIgu'az _2.--Combinstlon 176 ahcwing fnverted tal:znd fllkta.

FIOURZ 33.--Combination 177 showing straight fillets.

F[o_z 34.--Combtnation 1,'3 showing tapered fillets.

FLOURS 35.--Combination 197 showing the Jtmct_r_ at the wing root8 of the

cut-out wing.
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FJOU_.Z _.--Combinations 204 and .-'_07 showing the r_etangutar fuselage with sad

without a cowled engine,








